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METHODS, SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES USEFUL FOR PROCEDURES

RELATING TO DENTAL IMPLANTS

The presently disclosed subject matter relates to dental implants and to dental

models, in particular to methods, systems and accessories useful in procedures relating

to dental implants. In particular, the presently disclosed subject matter relates to

methods, systems and accessories for preparing a physical dental model for use with an

analog of a dental implant, to physical models prepared in this manner, and to dental

analogs for use with such physical models.

BACKGROUND

Dental implants are widely used as artificial substitutes for the root portion of

missing teeth, and allow a tooth prosthesis to be securely anchored to the jaw, for

example via a permanent abutment mounted to the implant. Endosseous implants

generally comprise an externally threaded body, often self-taping into the bone tissues,

and further comprise an internal chamber that is configured, typically internally

threaded, for receiving and securing therein the anchoring stem of a permanent

abutment therein.

Also well known in the art are dental analogs, each of which is a replica of a

corresponding dental implant. A dental analog has an internal passage and an interface

structure that are respectively identical to the internal passage and interface structure of

the implant that is designed to receive, engage and secure the prosthesis and permanent

abutment; however, in contrast to the dental implant, the dental analog is not intended

for implantation in a human, but rather for use with a physical model of the intraoral

cavity or part thereof.

Conventionally, following implantation of a dental implant in the intra oral

cavity and healing of the surrounding tissues, a physical model of the intra oral cavity is

often produced for facilitating design and manufacture of the permanent abutment and

the prosthesis or other restoration that is to be eventually mounted onto the implant. In



one procedure, an impression abutment is mounted to the implant so that it projects into

the intra oral cavity, and an impression is then obtained of the intraoral cavity using

well known techniques (for example, as are known in the art regarding fixture level

impressions) and impression materials, for example PVS. The impression abutment can

be of the pick-up type, to be embedded with the impression material and retained

therein after the impression tray is removed. Alternatively the impression tray is

removed without the impression abutment attached thereto, but nevertheless having a

recess formed therein complementary to the outer shape of the impression abutment,

enabling the transfer-type impression abutment to be mounted therein at a later time.

Subsequently an analog, corresponding to the particular implant that is implanted in the

patient, is attached to the impression abutment, which is in situ in the impression

material, and plaster is poured into the impression tray including the analog to produce a

positive plaster model of the intraoral cavity with the analog embedded. The analog is in

a spatial disposition, i.e., at a position and orientation, in the plaster model

corresponding to the spatial disposition of the implant in the patient's intra oral cavity.

The dental technician can now attach a permanent abutment, or custom design a

permanent abutment to fit the implant, and build a coping or bridge framework or

prosthesis to fit into the intraoral cavity of the patient.

US 2010/0021859, assigned to the present Assignee, discloses a method and

system for manufacturing a physical dental model. A virtual model is provided

representative of at least a portion of the intra-oral cavity including at least one dental

implant implanted therein, and the virtual model includes a virtual portion

representative of each dental implant. A physical model is then manufactured based on

the virtual model, the physical model including a physical analog corresponding to each

implant at a respective physical spatial disposition with respect to the physical model

corresponding to the respective virtual spatial disposition of the respective virtual

portion with respect to the first virtual model.

By way of general background, the following publications relate to implants,

analogs or to dental procedures relating to dental implants or analogs: US 6,358,052,

US 2010/01 12527, US 2008/032262, US 2007/0092854, US 2006/183078, US

2003/0162148, WO 2010/108919, US 201 1/294093.



Herein the "the coronal direction" with respect to a tooth refers to the direction

originating from the region of the tooth root below the jaw towards the region of the

crown above the jaw, while "the apical direction", refers to the direction opposite to the

coronal direction.

SUMMARY

Herein "operating on" with respect to a virtual entity, for example a virtual

model of the dental structure, a virtual analog installation structure, and so on, refers to

conducting one or more of the following operations on the virtual entity with respect to

any spatial coordinate system: translating, rotating, scaling, transforming, modifying,

adding spatial data (for example adding virtual components), subtracting spatial data

(for example removing, deleting or replacing virtual components).

According to a first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter a system and

a method are provided for manufacturing a physical model of a dental structure that

includes a dental implant, in which a dental analog can be inserted into the physical

model in a general coronal direction.

According to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

also provided a method for creating a virtual model usable for making a physical model

of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an implant site, the

method comprising:

using a computer system:

(a) receiving a virtual representation of dental surfaces of the physical dental

structure with dental implant data representing a location and orientation of

the dental implant with respect to the dental surfaces;

(b) receiving a virtual analog structure, the virtual analog structure being

based on said dental implant; and

(c) creating the virtual model based on:

- said virtual representation of dental surfaces; and



- a virtual analog socket structure based on said virtual analog structure

and said dental implant data, and having an virtual analog insertion

opening that is spaced from parts of the virtual model corresponding to

dental surfaces and the implant site.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a method for manufacturing a physical model of a physical dental structure

that includes dental surfaces and a dental implant at an implant site, for use with a

dental analog corresponding to the dental implant, the method comprising:

receiving a virtual model of the physical dental structure and a virtual

analog installation structure in association with said virtual model, said virtual

analog installation structure being based on the dental analog;

using said virtual model, manufacturing a physical model corresponding

to said virtual model, the physical model being provided with an analog

installation structure based on said virtual analog installation structure and

thereby configured for enabling the dental analog to be inserted into said

physical model through an insertion opening,

wherein said insertion opening is spaced from a location in the physical

model corresponding to the implant site in the physical dental structure.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a physical model of a dental structure, the dental structure including a dental

implant at an implant site, the physical model being configured for enabling insertion

therein of a dental analog corresponding to the dental implant via an insertion opening

that is spaced from a model implant site location on the physical model corresponding

to the implant site.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a dental analog configured for being inserted into a passageway of a physical

model of a dental structure, which dental structure includes a dental implant at an

implant site, the passageway including an insertion opening and a second opening

corresponding to the implant site, said second opening having a smaller maximum

width than a maximum width of said insertion opening. For example, the dental analog

comprises a first analog end corresponding to said insertion opening and a second



analog end corresponding to said second opening, wherein said second analog end has a

smaller maximum width than a maximum width of said first analog end.

According to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter a system

and a method are provided for manufacturing a physical model of a dental structure that

includes a dental implant, in which the physical model comprises a dental surface

portion representative of the dental surfaces of the dental structure and a base portion,

the physical model being configured for enabling insertion of a dental analog into the

physical model via the base portion. According to the first aspect of the presently

disclosed subject matter there is also provided a physical model of a dental structure

that includes a dental implant, the physical model comprising a dental surface portion

representative of the dental surfaces of the dental structure and a base portion, and the

physical model being configured for enabling insertion of a dental analog into the

physical model via the base portion.

According to a second aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

provided a system and method for manufacturing a composite physical dental model of

a dental structure, the method comprising:

(a) providing a virtual model of the dental structure;

(b) using said virtual model, manufacturing a composite physical model

corresponding to said virtual model, the physical model including a first

model part and a second model part having at least one physical property

different from a physical property of said first model part, wherein said first

model part and said second model part are previously defined in said virtual

model, and wherein said at least one physical property excludes a surface

topology.

A feature of at least one example according to the first aspect and/or second

aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter is that the insertion path of the physical

analog is substantially independent of the topology of the dental surfaces in the vicinity

of the implant site. This can facilitate installation of the respective analog for example

in cases where trying to insert the analog in the physical model in an apical direction

would be difficult or impossible because of potential collision with surrounding dental



structures, for example, where the respective dental implant is at an awkward or shallow

angle with respect to the gums and the surrounding teeth.

Another feature of at least one example according to the first aspect and/or

second aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter is that the physical model in the

vicinity of the opening around the analog can be defined with relatively high accuracy,

since the method of installation of the analog does not require any surface detail in this

part of the physical model to be disturbed, which can sometimes be the case if the

analog were to be installed instead in the physical model in an apical direction.

In at least one example the physical model thus prepared according to the first

aspect and/or second aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter can assist the

dental technician in the design and/or preparation of the permanent abutment, coping,

prosthesis and so on, in a manner known in the art. Such a prosthesis can include, for

example, a custom abutment and a crown, a custom abutment and a bridge, a complete

crown mounted directly to the implant, a complete bridge mounted directly to the

implant, a denture, or a partial denture.

Optionally, the physical model or the composite model can be configured for

mounting onto any dental articulator.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order to understand the presently disclosed subject matter and to see how it

may be carried out in practice, examples will now be described, by way of non-limiting

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates in cross-sectional side view a dental structure including an

example of a dental implant implanted therein in the place of a removed tooth; Fig. 1(a)

illustrates in exploded view an example of prosthesis set including an abutment,

prosthesis and retainer screw for the example of the dental implant of Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates an example of a general coronal direction with

respect to a spatial coordinate system referenced to the removed tooth and dental

structure of Fig. 1.



Fig. 3 is a schematic illustration of an example of a system according to a first

aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter.

Fig. 4 is a schematic illustration of an example of a method according to a first

aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter; Fig. 4(a) is a schematic illustration of

an example of step 450 of Fig. 4; Fig. 4(b) is a schematic illustration of a variation of

the example of Fig. 4; Fig. 4(c) is a schematic illustration of an example of a method for

creating a virtual model according to a first aspect of the presently disclosed subject

matter.

Fig. 5 illustrates in cross-sectional side view an example of a dental model

corresponding to the dental structure of Fig. 1 and including a corresponding example

of a dental analog inserted therein.

Fig. 6(a) illustrates in isometric view the dental analog example of Fig. 5; Fig.

6(b) to 6(d) respectively illustrate in isometric view alternative variations of the dental

analog example of Fig. 6(a); Fig. 6(e) illustrates in cross-sectional side view the dental

analog example of Fig. 6(a) used in a variation of the example of a physical model of

Fig. 5; Fig. 6(f) illustrates in cross-sectional side view another variation of the dental

analog example of Fig. 6(a) inserted into another variation of the example of the

physical model of Fig. 5; Fig. 6(g) illustrates in cross-sectional side view another

variation of the dental analog example of Fig. 6(a) inserted into another variation of the

example of the physical model of Fig. 5; Fig. 6(h) illustrates in cross-sectional side

view another variation of the dental analog example of Fig. 6(a) inserted into another

variation of the example of the physical model of Fig. 5; Fig. 6(g) illustrates in cross-

sectional front view another variation of the dental analog example of Fig. 6(a) inserted

into another variation of the example of the physical model of Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 illustrates in cross-sectional side view another example of a dental model

corresponding to the dental structure of Fig. 1 and including a corresponding example

of a dental analog inserted therein.

Fig. 8 illustrates in cross-sectional side view another example of a dental model

corresponding to the dental structure of Fig. 1 and including a corresponding example

of a dental analog inserted therein; Fig. 8(a) illustrates in isometric view the dental

analog example of Fig. 8; Fig. 8(b) illustrates in isometric view a variation of the dental

analog example of Fig. 8(a).



Fig. 9 illustrates in cross-sectional side view another example of a dental model

corresponding to the dental structure of Fig. 1 and including a corresponding example

of a dental analog inserted therein.

Fig. 10 illustrates in cross-sectional side view an example of a virtual model

corresponding to the physical dental model of Fig. 5 and including a corresponding

example of a virtual dental analog virtually inserted therein.

Fig. 11 illustrates in cross-sectional side view another example of a dental model

corresponding to the dental structure of Fig. 1 and including a corresponding example

of a dental analog inserted therein.

Fig. 12 illustrates in cross-sectional side view another example of a dental model

corresponding to the dental structure of Fig. 1 and including a corresponding example

of a dental analog inserted therein using a jig.

Fig. 13 is a schematic illustration of an example of a method according to a

second aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter; Fig. 13(a) is a schematic

illustration of an example of step 950 of Fig. 11.

Figs. 14(a) to 14(c) illustrate in side view a number of stages associated with

providing a composite physical model example according to the second aspect of the

presently disclosed subject matter; Fig. 14(a) illustrates in cross-sectional side view a

virtual model example according to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter;

Fig. 14(b) separately illustrates in cross-sectional side view a hard part and a soft part of

composite physical model corresponding to the virtual model example of Fig. 14(a);

Fig. 14(c) illustrates in cross-sectional side view the example of Fig. 14(b) with the soft

part engaged with the hard part of the composite physical model example, and with the

analog of the example of Fig. 6(a) accommodated at the installed position in the

composite physical model example.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

According to a first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

provided a system and method for use in dental implant procedures, in particular for

designing and manufacturing a physical dental model (also referred to interchangeably

herein as a physical model) of a dental structure, based on and corresponding to a



virtual dental model (also referred to interchangeably herein as a virtual model) of the

dental structure.

Referring to Fig. 1, there is illustrated an example of such a dental structure,

designated in this figure with the reference numeral 100. The dental structure 100 is part

of the intra-oral cavity of a patient, in particular a visually exposed part of the intra-oral

cavity of the patient, and can include partial or the full mandibular or maxillary arches,

or both arches. Furthermore, the dental structure 100 includes a dental implant 240

implanted therein at a particular implant site 150, and which replaces, in part, a tooth T

(Fig. 2) that was previously removed. The dental structure 100 comprises dental

surfaces 115, including hard dental surfaces 110 and soft dental surfaces 120 thereof.

Such hard surfaces 110 can include, for example, teeth and/or dental prostheses that are

mounted to the intra-oral cavity of the patient in the vicinity of the dental implant site

150, while such soft dental surfaces 120 can include the gum, for example gingival

surfaces that surround the implant. As will become clearer herein, the term "dental

structure" can also refer, mutatis mutandis, to an existing physical model of the

aforesaid part of the intra-oral cavity of the patient, in which a portion of the existing

physical model is shaped to represent the exposed surfaces of the dental implant that is

implanted in the intra-oral cavity of the patient. For example, such an existing physical

model can be produced using conventional impression and casting techniques, which

are well known in the art. In such an example of the dental structure 100 in the form of

an existing physical model, the hard dental surfaces 110 and soft dental surfaces 120

thereof are surfaces of the existing physical model that represent the respective hard

dental surfaces and soft dental surfaces of the intraoral cavity of the patient.

Referring again to Fig. 1, the dental implant 240 is illustrated in the implanted

position with respect to the dental structure 100, i.e., at a particular and fixed spatial

disposition P with respect to dental structure 100.

Herein, by spatial disposition P is meant the orientation and the spatial position,

or the orientation and the spatial location, in 3D space of the dental implant 240 with

respect to the dental structure 100, in particular with respect to some or all of the dental

surfaces 115.

The dental implant 240 can comprise any suitable implant configuration that is

commercially available or alternatively that is custom made. The dental implant 240 in



this example comprises a prosthesis interface implant part 248 and a prosthesis

engaging implant part 241, and is engaged to the dental structure 100 via an anchoring

structure such as external screw threads 242. For example, prosthesis interface implant

part 248 can comprise a hexagonal counter-bored configuration and the prosthesis

engaging implant part 241 can comprise an internally threaded well, compatible with

many types of commercially available prostheses; other configurations for these

components can of course be comprised, instead, in the dental implant. For example the

dental implant can comprise a Morse taper connection; and/or can be configured for use

with a screw retained crown or a cemented crown; and/or can be configured for straight

or angulated abutments.

Referring to Fig. 1(a), an example of a prosthesis system 991 is illustrated for

use with dental implant 240. In this example, the prosthesis system 991 includes a

dental prosthesis 990 that can be mounted to the dental implant 240 via a permanent

abutment 995 and retainer screw 996. The prosthesis interface implant part 248 and the

prosthesis engaging implant part 241 mate with and engage to a complementary

structure in the dental prosthesis 990 and/or permanent abutment 995.

While the following examples are each directed to a case of a single implant

implanted in the dental structure, it is readily appreciated that the system and method

are readily applicable in a similar manner, mutatis mutandis, to cases in which there is a

plurality of implants that can be implanted in the intraoral cavity of a patient, whether

the implants are independent from one another, each being used for a separate

prosthesis, or whether at least some of the implants are to be coupled to be used together

for a single bridge prosthesis or other multiple tooth prostheses, dentures, etc., for

example.

As will become readily apparent, corresponding to the dental structure 100, a

physical dental model is manufactured according to the first aspect of the presently

disclosed subject matter including physical model surfaces that are representative of at

least some of the hard dental surfaces 110 and soft dental surfaces 120 of the dental

structure 100.

As will also become readily apparent, in at least some examples of the physical

model, the physical model includes a passageway having an analog insertion opening in

the physical model, for example at a base thereof. The passageway and analog insertion



opening are configured to allow a dental analog, corresponding to the dental implant, to

be installed into the physical model in an insertion path along an insertion direction, to

an installed position in the model.

In at least some examples, the insertion direction is referred to herein as the

respective general coronal direction K, as defined below, and is fixed for a particular set

of: (a) a physical model and (b) the form or design of the corresponding analog.

Referring again to Fig. 1, in some cases, where the dental implant is implanted having

its axis AI parallel or close to the coronal direction CO, the insertion direction for the

corresponding implant, i.e., the respective general coronal direction, can also be parallel

or near parallel to coronal direction CO. On the other hand, there are specific cases

where the implant has been implanted in a spatial disposition with respect to the dental

structure where the axis AI is inclined at a relatively large acute angle to the coronal

direction CO. In such cases, and depending on the design of the dental implant, the

insertion direction for the implant, i.e., the respective general coronal direction, can also

be relatively large acute angle to coronal direction CO.

In the installed position, the analog is coupled to the physical model in a relative

spatial disposition (i.e., at a spatial position/location and orientation in 3D space) with

respect to the physical model that corresponds to and replicates the relative spatial

disposition between the dental implant and the dental structure. As will become readily

apparent, the passageway is first modeled in the corresponding virtual dental model of

the dental structure, which in turn enables the physical passageway in the physical

model to be manufactured.

Referring to Fig. 2, an example of a general coronal direction K is illustrated

with respect to six directions along three orthogonal axes x, y, z of a spatial coordinate

system. The spatial coordinate system is, in this example, Cartesian coordinate system

XYZ, and is referenced to the removed tooth T and with respect to the original location

of tooth T in the dental structure 100. The aforesaid six directions include: the true

coronal direction CO and the true apical direction AP the removed tooth T, along the z-

axis; the mesial direction ME and the distal direction DI the removed tooth T, along the

x-axis; and the buccal direction BU and the lingual direction LI the removed tooth T,

along the y-axis.



The "true coronal direction", used herein synonymously with "the coronal

direction", refers to the direction originating from the region of the tooth root within the

jaw and extending towards the region of the crown above the jaw, with reference to the

tooth T and with respect to the original location of tooth T in the dental structure 100, at

or near the current implant site 150. Since teeth are sometimes crooked, the true coronal

direction CO (and thus the orientation of the respective Cartesian coordinate system

XYZ) relative to the jaw can vary between one tooth and another in the same jaw. The

"true apical direction", used herein synonymously with "the apical direction", refers to

the direction opposite to the true coronal direction.

A mesial-buccal plane MB can be defined, aligned with the mesial direction ME

and the distal direction DI on the one hand, and the buccal direction BU and lingual

direction LI on the other hand, i.e., the x-y plane.

Similarly, a coronal-buccal plane CB can be defined, aligned with the true

coronal direction CO and true apical direction AP on the one hand, and the buccal

direction BU and lingual direction LI on the other hand, i.e., the z-y plane.

Similarly, a coronal-mesial plane CM can be defined, aligned with the true

coronal direction CO and true apical direction AP on the one hand, and the mesial

direction ME and distal direction DI on the other hand, i.e., the z-x plane.

It is to be noted that by "general coronal direction" K is meant any direction

having a directional vector that can be angularly displaced from the true coronal

direction CO in 3D space by a total angular displacement with respect to the true

coronal direction CO not greater than 90°. The term "general coronal direction" thus

includes any direction having a directional vector including at least one directional

component thereof aligned with true coronal direction CO. Additionally or alternatively,

"general coronal direction" is meant any direction having a directional vector that

excludes having any directional component thereof aligned with true apical direction

AP, i.e., along a non-apical direction.

The aforesaid total angular displacement, designated as angle Θ in Fig. 2, can

have a first angular component, angle a , and/or a second angular component, angle β.

For example, the first angular component, angle a , can be defined as the angular

disposition of a first projection K l of the general coronal direction K on the coronal-



mesial plane CM, taken with respect to the true coronal direction CO and towards the

meisal direction ME (or instead taken with respect to the true coronal direction CO and

towards the distal direction DI).

For example, the second angular component, angle β, can be defined as the

angular disposition of a second projection K2 of the general coronal direction K on the

coronal-buccal plane CB, taken with respect to the true coronal direction CO and

towards the lingual direction LI (or instead taken with respect to the true coronal

direction CO and towards the buccal direction BU).

Alternatively, one or the other of the first angular component and the second

angular component can be replaced with a third angular component, angle φ . Angle φ

can be defined as the angular disposition of a third projection K3 of the general coronal

direction K on the mesial-buccal plane MB, taken with respect to the meisal direction

ME and towards the lingual direction LE (or towards the buccal direction BU), or

indeed taken with respect to the distal direction DI and towards the lingual direction LI

or towards the buccal direction BU.

In at least one example, angle a can be zero, so that the general coronal direction

K lies on the coronal-buccal plane CB. In at least one example angle β can be zero, so

that the general coronal direction K lies on coronal-mesial plane CM. In at least one

example, angle a and angle β can both be zero, so that the general coronal direction K is

parallel or aligned with the true coronal direction CO.

It is readily apparent that the first angular component, angle a, and the second

angular component, angle β, can be defined on any desired first and second different but

mutually-orthogonal planes that include the coronal direction CO, such planes being

optionally different from the coronal-mesial plane CM or the coronal-buccal plane CB.

This automatically defines a third angular component of the absolute angular

displacement along a third plane orthogonal to the first and second planes.

It is also readily apparent that the total angular displacement, angle Θ, between

the general coronal direction K and the true coronal direction CO can be defined with

respect to any suitable spatial coordinate system other than the Cartesian coordinate

system XYZ. For example, the total angular displacement, angle Θ, can be defined with

respect to a spherical coordinate system, referenced to the coronal-apical z-axis and the



mesial-buccal plane MB, and thus via a respective elevation and a respective azimuth

corresponding to the general coronal direction K.

By way of non-limiting example, the total angular displacement, angle Θ,

between the general coronal direction K and the true coronal direction CO is fixed for a

particular physical model and corresponding analog to be used therewith, and can be

any specific angle in the range from 0° to 90°, or in the range from 0° to about 60°, or in

the range from 0° to about 45°, or in the range from 0° to about 30°, or in the range

from 0° to about 20°, or in the range from 0° to about 10°, or in the range from 0° to

about 5°, or in any other range between 0° and 90°.

Thus, as will become readily apparent, in at least some examples the general

coronal insertion direction K of the dental analog with respect to the physical model can

be such as to provide an insertion path into the physical model that is aligned with a

longitudinal axis of the dental analog, for example, even in cases where the

corresponding longitudinal axis of the respective dental implant is severely displaced

angularly from the true coronal direction CO.

As will become readily apparent, in at least some examples, the respective

analog is inserted into the corresponding physical model in a direction opposite to the

direction in which the dental implant is installed in the corresponding dental structure.

As will also become readily apparent, in at least some examples, the respective

analog is inserted into the corresponding physical model in a direction passing through a

part of the physical model representative of dental surfaces 115, from a first location

with respect to the physical model corresponding to an inside of the dental structure to a

second location with respect to the physical model corresponding to an outside of the

dental structure.

As will also become readily apparent, in at least some examples of the aforesaid

method and system, the general coronal insertion direction K for an analog with respect

to the respective physical model provides an insertion path into the physical model for

the implant that inherently avoids collision with at least model dental surface parts of

the physical model that represent the real dental surfaces of the dental structure 100. In

particular, such collision is avoided with respect to model dental surface parts that

represent the hard dental surfaces in proximity to the dental implant, for example the



teeth adjacent to the implant. Furthermore the insertion path can be such as to avoid

having to disturb other parts of the physical model, for example the model dental

surface parts thereof that reproduce the soft dental surfaces 120 of the dental structure

100 that are in abutting relationship with the dental implant 240, for example the

gingival surfaces that surround the implant.

Referring again to Fig. 1, the spatial disposition P of the implant 240, i.e., the

spatial position and orientation in 3D space, with respect to the dental structure 100, can

be defined in many different ways. For example, spatial disposition P can be defined via

the spatial orientation of longitudinal axis AI of the dental implant 240 with respect to

any chosen coordinate system, together with the spatial position of a point Q associated

with the dental implant 240 (i.e., having a defined spatial relationship to the dental

implant 240) and which is at a fixed spatial relationship to the longitudinal axis AI. For

example, point Q may be the intersection point between a plane S and longitudinal axis

AI, wherein plane S is coplanar with the coronal-facing face 248A of prosthesis

interface implant part 248. Such a chosen coordinate system is the same coordinate

system as may be used for the dental structure 100, or alternatively has a known and

fixed spatial relationship with another coordinate system used for the dental structure

100.

Referring to Fig. 5, there is illustrated a first example of a physical model 600,

configured for enabling a first example of the analog 230 to be installed therein via an

analog insertion opening 607 (in a respective general coronal direction K) to an

installed position at a spatial disposition P with respect to the physical model 600. As

will be disclosed in greater detail below, and referring to Figs. 4 and 3, physical model

600 is manufactured according to method 400, for example using system 200.

In Fig. 5, the dental analog 230 is illustrated in the installed position with respect

to physical model 600, at a spatial disposition P', the dental analog 230 corresponding

to and essentially being, in a functional sense with respect to the respective prosthesis

system 991, for example, a replica of the dental implant 240. Referring also to Fig. 6(a),

the dental analog 230 comprises, at a coronal end thereof, a prosthesis interface analog

part 238 having coronal-facing face 269, and a prosthesis engaging analog part 231 that

correspond to and are essentially identical to the prosthesis interface implant part 248,

coronal-facing face 248A and the prosthesis engaging implant part 241, respectively.



The dental analog 230 also comprises a longitudinal axis AA corresponding to

longitudinal axis AI of the dental implant 240, wherein longitudinal axis AA has the

same spatial relationship with respect to prosthesis interface analog part 238 and to the

prosthesis engaging analog part 231 as longitudinal axis AI has with respect to the

prosthesis interface implant part 248 and the prosthesis engaging implant part 241,

respectively. Thus, the longitudinal axis AA is aligned with respect to the prosthesis

interface analog part 238 and the prosthesis engaging analog part 231 of the analog 230,

i.e., aligned with the centerline of the prosthesis engaging analog part 231, and not

necessarily with a centerline referenced to the external form 270 of the dental analog

230.

Spatial disposition P' with respect to the installed analog 230 at the installed

position in the physical model 600 can be defined in any suitable manner, for example

in a similar manner to spatial disposition P, mutatis mutandis. For example, spatial

disposition P' can be defined via the spatial orientation of longitudinal axis AA with

respect to any chosen spatial coordinate system, together with the spatial position of a

point Q associated with the analog 230 and which is at a fixed spatial relationship to

the longitudinal axis AA. For example, point Q' can correspond to point Q of the dental

implant 240, and can be the intersection point between a plane S and longitudinal axis

AA, wherein plane S is coplanar with the coronal-facing face 269 of prosthesis interface

analog part 238. Such a chosen coordinate system is the same coordinate system as may

be used for the physical model 600, or has a known and fixed spatial relationship with

another coordinate system used for the physical model 600.

The external form 270 of the dental analog 230 is not configured for

implantation in a human, but rather for coupling with the corresponding physical model

600, at a spatial disposition P' with respect thereto that replicates the spatial disposition

P of the dental implant 240 with respect to dental structure 100 (see also Fig. 1). In

particular, in this example, and referring again to Figs. 5 and 6(a), the external form 270

of the dental analog 230 comprises a coronal portion 262 adjacent an enlarged apical

portion 264. The coronal portion 262 has a maximum width that is smaller than a

maximum width of the enlarged apical portion 264. In this example, the enlarged apical

portion 264 having a larger cross-sectional area than a cross-sectional area of the

coronal portion 262. In at least some alternative variations of this example, the enlarged



apical portion 264 can instead have a portion thereof that projects laterally with respect

to the outer surface of the coronal portion 262.

Referring in particular to Fig. 6(a), the coronal portion 262 comprises a

generally cylindrical outer surface 263 about axis AA and that is made asymmetrical via

a flat portion 261. The flat portion 261 extends along the longitudinal length of the

coronal portion 262 from coronal-facing face 269 to the coronal face 265 of enlarged

apical portion 264, the coronal face 265 being defined on a plane substantially

orthogonal to axis AA. The enlarged apical portion 264 acts as mechanical stop

arrangement which abuts shoulder 657 formed in the physical model 600 to define the

limit of penetration of the analog 230 into the physical model 600 in the respective

general coronal direction K to the installed position. The enlarged apical portion 264, in

this example, is generally cylindrical and symmetrical about axis AA, but can instead

have any other symmetrical shape about axis AA or any other axis, or can have an

asymmetrical shape if desired.

Referring again to Fig. 5, the first example of physical model 600 comprises a

model dental surface part, also referred to as first model part 630, including an outer

model surface 661 representing dental surfaces of the dental structure 100 that are

exposed in the dental structure 100, and a second model part 640 including an analog

installation structure 690. Herein, "analog installation structure" is used interchangeably

with "physical analog socket structure".

Referring to Fig. 1 and Fig. 5, the first model part 630, and in particular the

outer model surface 661, includes parts 610 that correspond to the hard surfaces 110,

and parts 620 that correspond to the soft surfaces 120. The first model part 630 also

comprises a coronal opening 650 having a perimeter 655 corresponding to the interface

155 between the soft surface 120 and the implant 240 at implant zone 150 of the dental

structure 100.

Referring to the second model part 640, the analog installation structure 690 is

configured for enabling the analog 230 to be inserted into the model 600 in a respective

general coronal direction K to an installed position at spatial disposition P' with respect

to the model 600 that replicates the spatial disposition P of the dental implant 240 with

respect to the dental structure 100. In the installed position, all or part of coronal-facing

face 269, prosthesis interface analog part 238, and prosthesis engaging analog part 231



of the analog 230 are exposed via the coronal opening 650. This allows a prosthesis

system (e.g., comprising dental prosthesis 990, permanent abutment 995 and retainer

screw 996, see Fig. 1(a)) to be mounted to the analog 230 with respect to the physical

model 600, in a manner comparable to that intended for the dental implant 240 in the

dental structure 100.

The second model part 640 further comprises a physical model base 609 having

a base surface 603 and defining an apical portion 606. In this example the base 609 has

a length and breadth greater than the overall length and breadth, respectively, of the

outer model surface 661, though in alternative variations of this example the length

and/or the breadth of the model base 609 can be the same as or less than the respective

length and/or breadth of the outer model surface 661.

In this example the base 609 has a height extending in an apical direction away

from the outer model surface 661. In this connection the length and breadth dimensions

can be taken along directions orthogonal to the apical-coronal (height) direction. In

alternative variations of this example, the model base can be relatively thin or nominal,

for example formed by a projection of the outer model surface 661 to a plane, for

example orthogonal to the apical direction.

Analog installation structure 690 comprises a passageway 608 extending in a

general coronal direction K from analog insertion opening 607, formed in apical portion

606, to coronal opening 650. The coronal opening 650 is also referred to herein as an

access opening to the installation structure 690, located at a location in the physical

model corresponding to the location of the implant site 150. The coronal opening 650 is

also referred to herein as an auxiliary opening.

The passageway 608 is elongate, defining a passageway longitudinal axis

aligned with said general coronal direction, and in this example of the analog 230, the

passageway longitudinal axis BB is co-axial with a longitudinal axis AA of analog 230

when the analog 230 is in the installed position therein. It is to be noted that in other

examples of the analog 230, the passageway longitudinal axis is not necessarily co-axial

or even parallel with a longitudinal axis AA of the analog when the analog is in the

installed position therein.



It is readily apparent that analog insertion opening 607 is spaced from the parts

of the physical model corresponding to the implant site 150, in particular that analog

insertion opening 607 is spaced from coronal opening 650. It is also readily apparent

that analog insertion opening 607 is different from coronal opening 650.

In at least some examples the analog insertion opening 607 is spaced from the

outer model surface 661. In at least some examples the analog insertion opening 607 is

at a location other than the outer model surface 661. In at least some examples the

analog insertion opening 607 excludes a location in parts of the physical model

corresponding to the implant site 150.

In particular, the passageway 608 is configured, for example via the shape of its

internal walls 666, for enabling the analog 230 to be inserted into the physical model

600 in the respective general coronal direction K to the respective installed position,

and defines an analog chamber 665 at the coronal end of passageway 608 for

accommodating the analog 240 at the installed position, at spatial disposition P' with

respect to the physical model 600. The precise form of the second model part 640, and

in particular of the analog installation structure 690, thus depends on the particular

external configuration of the analog 230, i.e., the external form 270 thereof. Thus, in

this example, passageway 608 comprises: a first passageway portion 656 having an

internal surface that is complementary to the outer surface 263 and including a

corresponding passageway flat portion (not shown) that is complementary to analog flat

portion 261; a shoulder 657 that is complementary to face 265; and a second

passageway portion 658 having and internal surface that is complementary to the outer

surface of enlarged apical portion 264 and extends in a general apical direction A to

opening 607.

In the installed position, analog 230 forms a tight fit with passageway 608, and

in particular with analog chamber 665, and this fixes the position of the analog 230 in

the physical model 600 in four degrees of freedom, preventing translation along, or

rotation about, two orthogonal axes that are also orthogonal to the respective general

coronal direction K, and thus also to the longitudinal axis BB, and in this example also

with respect to the longitudinal axis AA.

The asymmetry of coronal portion 262, in particular the analog flat portion 261,

ensures that the analog 230 can be inserted into passageway 608, and in particular into



analog chamber 665, in only one angular disposition about the respective general

coronal direction K, and thus also about longitudinal axis BB with respect to the

passageway 608. In this installed position the analog flat portion 261 is in contact with

the corresponding passageway flat portion, and furthermore such contact further

prevents rotation between the analog 230 and the physical model 600 about the

respective general coronal direction K, and thus also about longitudinal axis BB.

Furthermore, abutment between the coronal face 265 and the shoulder 657 provides a

mechanical stop in the general coronal direction K, and thus ensures that the analog 230

can be inserted into passageway 608 to a particular depth along the respective general

coronal direction K, and such contact prevents further coronal translation by the analog

230 into the physical model 600 along the respective general coronal direction K, and

thus also along longitudinal axis BB. The analog 230 can be prevented from translating

in the general apical direction out of the installed position in any number of ways, for

example by providing a suitable adhesive or a friction fit between the analog 230 and

passageway 608, or filling the apical end 602 of the passageway with a suitable filler or

plug, and so on.

In at least this example, the insertion path into passageway 608 passageway 608

is defined by (and aligned with) the desired spatial orientation of the axis AA of the

analog 230 at the installed position with respect to the physical model 600, which in

turn matches the spatial orientation of the axis AA of the dental implant 240 with

respect to the dental structure 100. It is also readily evident that the longitudinal position

of the shoulder 657 with respect to the outer model surface 661 and with respect to

longitudinal axis AA is such as to ensure that point Q' of the analog 230 (in the installed

position) is at a position with respect to the outer model surface 661 that replicates point

Q of the dental implant 240 with respect to the dental structure 100.

With the dental analog 230 thus fixed in six degrees of freedom with respect to

the physical model 600 in spatial disposition P' replicating the geometrical relationship

between the dental implant 240 and the dental structure 100, a prosthesis system (e.g.,

prosthesis system 991, see Fig. 1(a)) can be designed and/or tested using the dental

analog 230 while coupled to the physical model 600, and enabling the prosthesis system

to be subsequently mounted to the patient via the dental implant 240.



In this example, the implant site 150, in particular the perimeter 655 of coronal

opening 650 has a shape and dimension complementary to the shape and outer diameter

of the coronal-facing face 269. Alternatively, the coronal opening 650 may laterally

overlap the periphery of the coronal-facing face 269 but it is not desired for this overlap

to act as a mechanical stop and thus limit or define the relative position between the

analog 230 and the passageway 608: for example, and as will be described in greater

detail below, the physical model may be manufactured as a composite model in which

part of the physical model in the vicinity of and overlapping the periphery of the

coronal-facing face 269 may be made of a soft material, unsuitable or undesirable for

acting as a mechanical stop in the general coronal direction for the analog 230.

In the example illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6(a), the respective general coronal

direction K is shown as being oriented close to the orientation of the respective coronal

direction CO of the removed tooth. Nevertheless, the example of dental analog 230

illustrated in these figures can also be used in situations wherein the dental implant 240

is implanted in the dental structure 100 at a spatial disposition P having a relatively

large angular displacement with respect to the respective coronal direction. Fig. 6(e)

illustrates an example of such a situation in which the analog 230 is at a corresponding

angular disposition P', where the respective general coronal direction K and the

passageway axis BB are angularly displaced from the respective coronal direction CO

of the removed tooth by a correspondingly (though not necessarily identical) relatively

large acute angle, marked λ in this figure. In cases such as illustrated in Fig., 6(e), the

analog and corresponding implant can be configured for use with an angulated abutment

and prosthesis (marked 990') to match the orientation of the prosthesis to the adjacent

teeth and to provide the correct occlusion with the teeth of the opposite jaw. On the

other hand, and as illustrated in Fig. 6(f), an alternative design for the analog can be

provided with respect to the case of Fig. 6(e), in which, the spatial disposition P' of the

analog 230 represents the spatial disposition of the implant with respect to the dental

structure having a relatively large angular displacement with respect to the respective

coronal direction CO. In the example of Fig. 6(f), the respective dental analog is

configured to be inserted into the physical model along a respective general coronal

direction K that is parallel or close to parallel with respect to the coronal direction, with

the analog having a reference longitudinal axis that is parallel to the passageway



longitudinal axis BB, and parallel with the general coronal direction K, but angularly

displaced with respect to the corresponding axis AA of the analog.

It is therefore apparent that for any given configuration of a dental implant,

implanted at a particular spatial disposition P, a variety of different analogs can be

provided, all such analogs having the same prosthesis-engaging configuration

corresponding to the prosthesis engaging interface of the implant, but having different

external forms 270 which are, in turn, configured for different configuration of the

respective installation structure 690 of the respective physical model 600. Thus, in

alternative variations of these examples, the analog 230 and the analog installation

structure 690 of the physical model 600 may have different configurations to ensure that

dental analog 230 is fixed in six degrees of freedom with respect to the physical model

600 in spatial disposition P while enabling insertion of the analog 230 into the

physical model 600 in the general coronal direction K for example..

For example, referring to Fig. 6(b), the enlarged apical portion 265 of the

example of Fig. 6(a) is omitted from the analog 230, and the analog flat portion 261

does not extend to the apical end of the coronal portion 262, but rather to a location

coronally displaced therefrom, thus forming a coronal face 268 displaced from the

apical end 267 of the coronal portion 262. Correspondingly, passageway 608 is formed

in physical model 600 with a shoulder complementary to coronal face 268 (and can thus

omit shoulder 657), and thus defines the longitudinal position of the implant 230 in the

passageway 608 and thus with respect to the physical model 600 in a manner similar to

that provided by the coronal face 265 and the shoulder 657 of the example illustrated in

Figs. 5 and 6(a), mutatis mutandis.

In another example, referring to Fig. 6(c), the analog flat portion 261 of the

example of Fig. 6(a) can be omitted from the analog 230, and the enlarged apical

portion 264 comprises instead a coronal face having two portions 265A, 265B both

orthogonal to respective general coronal direction K, and thus also to longitudinal axis

AA, but axially displaced from one another via joining walls 265C. Correspondingly,

passageway 608 is formed with a stepped shoulder configuration (rather than shoulder

657), comprising two shoulders complementary to portions 265A, 265B, and which thus

defines the longitudinal position of the implant 230 in the passageway 608 and the



angular orientation of the implant with respect to the physical model 600 about

respective general coronal direction K, and thus also about longitudinal axis AA.

In another example, referring to Fig. 6(d), the analog flat portion 261 of the

example of Fig. 6(a) can be omitted from the analog 230, and the enlarged apical

portion 264 comprises instead a coronal face 265D that is not orthogonal to respective

general coronal direction K, and thus also not orthogonal to longitudinal axis AA.

Rather coronal face 265D is defined on a plane inclined to respective general coronal

direction K, and thus also to longitudinal axis AA. Correspondingly, passageway 608 is

formed with an inclined shoulder complementary to inclined coronal face 265D (rather

than shoulder 657), which thus defines the longitudinal position of the implant 230 in

the passageway 608 and the angular orientation of the implant with respect to the

physical model 600 about respective general coronal direction K, and thus also about

longitudinal axis AA.

As is also evident from the examples in Figs. 6(a), 6(c) and 6(d), the relative

longitudinal lengths between the coronal portion 262 and the apical portion 264 can be

varied as desired, and the passageway 608 is corresponding formed to receive the

implant in the general coronal direction K .

In another variation of the example of Fig. 6(a) the coronal portion 262 can be

axisymmetrical about longitudinal axis AA, and instead the apical portion 264 is

asymmetrical (the passageway 608 being complementarily shaped) to fix the angular

disposition between the analog 230 and the physical model 600 about longitudinal axis

AA.

In yet another variation of the example of Fig. 6(a), at least the coronal portion

262 can be externally threaded, and the passageway 608 can be complementarily

internally threaded, to fix the angular disposition between the analog 230 and the

physical model 600 about longitudinal axis AA.

In yet another variation of the example of Fig. 6(a), and referring to Fig. 6(g),

the passageway 608 has a longitudinal axis BB that is angularly displaced with respect

to the corresponding axis AA of the analog, which has an insertion reference axis

parallel to longitudinal axis BB. Thus, the passageway in the physical model is

complementarily shaped to the analog, and the respective insertion direction K is



parallel to axis BB. In this example, while axis AA may be parallel or have an

origination close to that of the coronal direction CO, the respective general coronal

direction K can be significantly angularly displaced with respect to the coronal direction

CO.

In yet another variation of the example of Fig. 6(a), and referring to Fig. 6(h),

the passageway 608 has a longitudinal axis BB that is orthogonal or near orthogonal to

the true occlusal direction OC, and has an analog insertion opening 607A on a side of

the physical model 600 rather than on the base. The passageway in the physical model

is complementarily shaped to the analog, and the respective insertion direction K is

parallel to axis BB. In this example, the analog insertion opening 607A can be formed

on parts of the physical model 600 representing some of the dental surfaces 115, but not

any of the dental surfaces in the vicinity of and defining opening 650.

A variation of the example of Fig. 6(h) is illustrated in Fig. 6(i), which shows a

cross-section of the respective physical model 600 along a coronal-buccal plane, and in

which occlusal model surfaces 117' and side model surfaces 116' respectively represent

occlusal facing dental surfaces and adjacent dental side surfaces of the dental surfaces

115 of the dental structure 100. In this example, the respective analog insertion opening

607B is wholly located on a side model surfaces 116' of the physical model 600,

representing the gingival surfaces, for example, of the dental structure 100.

In yet other examples, the insertion path may include a change of direction. For

example, referring to Fig. 5, another analog insertion opening (not shown) may be

provided on the side of the physical model to enable the analog to be laterally inserted

into passageway 608, for example in a buccal or lingual direction (i.e., into or out of the

paper, for example), but at a position still axially displaced along axis BB from the

implanted position, and then the analog is pushed along the axis BB to the implanted

position.

In yet another example, and referring to Fig. 7, the enlarged apical portion 264

of the example of Fig. 6(a) can be omitted from the analog 230, and, instead, coronal-

facing face 269 abuts a shoulder 657B formed in passageway 608 complementary

thereto, the shoulder 657B being coplanar with the installed position of the coronal-

facing face 269. This arrangement limits the coronal translation of the implant 230

along passageway 608 to the installed position with respect to the physical model 600 in



a manner similar to that provided by the coronal face 265 and the shoulder 657 of the

example illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6(a), mutatis mutandis. In this example, while the

analog itself may be of uniform cross-section, it is evident that the exposed part of the

coronal-facing face 269 has a maximum width dimension that is smaller than a

maximum width dimension of another portion of the analog.

In yet another example, and referring to Figs. 8 and 8(a), the enlarged apical

portion 264 of the example of Fig. 6(a) can be omitted from the analog 230, and coronal

portion 262 comprises visual markings 266 which are configured to facilitate

longitudinal alignment of the analog 230 with the installation structure 690. For

example, visual markings 266 can comprise a mark that can be manually aligned with

shoulder 657 or any other suitable datum formed or marked in passageway 608.

Alternatively, visual markings 266 can comprise a graduated scale provided along the

side of the analog 230 that allows the depth of penetration of the analog 230 into the

physical model 600 to be visually gauged. In use, the implant 230 can be inserted into

passageway 608 until this alignment occurs, and the implant 230 is then cemented in

place in its installed position with respect to the physical model 600.

In yet another example, and referring to Fig. 8(b), the analog 230 of the example

of Fig. 6(a) can include the enlarged apical portion 264, but the analog is axisymmetric

enabling free rotation within the passageway 608 about respective general coronal

direction K, and thus also about axis AA. Apical portion 264 comprises visual markings

266' which are configured to facilitate rotational alignment of the analog 230 with

respect to the installation structure 690 about respective general coronal direction K,

and thus also about axis AA. For example, visual markings 266' can comprise a mark

that can be manually aligned with a corresponding mark or other datum provided in the

passageway 608, while the shoulder 657 acts as a mechanical stop. In use, the implant

230 can be inserted into passageway 608 until the enlarged apical end 264 is in

abutment with shoulder 657, and then rotated therein about axis AA until this rotational

alignment occurs, and the implant 230 can then be cemented in place in its installed

position with respect to the physical model 600. Alternatively, the enlarged apical

portion 264 of the example of Fig. 6(a) can be omitted from the analog 230, the visual

markings 266' being provided, instead, on an apical end of the coronal portion 262, and

in addition, visual markings 266 are also provided, in a similar manner to that of the



example of Figs. 8 and 8(a), mutatis mutandis, to also facilitate longitudinal alignment

of the analog 230 with the installation structure 690. In use, the implant 230 can be

inserted into passageway 608 and rotated therein until this longitudinal and rotational

alignment occurs, and the implant 230 is then cemented in place in its installed position

with respect to the physical model 600.

It is to be noted that in the above examples and in other examples of the analog

230 and of the corresponding physical model 600, the asymmetry of the coronal portion

262 may be achieved in a different manner to that illustrated with respect thereto to

define the angular disposition P' of the analog 230 with respect to the passageway 608,

and thus with respect to the physical model 600. For example, additional flat portions,

similar to flat portion 261 but angularly displaced therefrom about longitudinal axis AA

may be provided on the coronal portion 262. Alternatively, one or both of the coronal

portion 262 and apical portion 264 can be formed having a non-axisymmetric cross-

section, for example as a respective prismatic member having a polygonal cross-section

(corresponding to a regular or irregular polygon), or having an oval cross-section, for

example. In each case the passageway 608 is complementarily shaped to allow insertion

of the analog in the general coronal direction to its installed position. Additionally or

alternatively, a keyway may be formed in each one of the analog 230 and the

passageway 608 of the physical model 600, and a corresponding key inserted when both

keyways are aligned to fix the relative disposition between the analog 230 and physical

model 600 in at least five degrees of freedom.

It is also to be noted that in the above examples and in other examples of the

analog 230 and of the corresponding physical model 600, one or both of the coronal

portion 262 and apical portion 264 are each formed having a generally uniform cross-

sectional form along the longitudinal axis AA. Alternatively, and as illustrated in Fig. 9,

in at least one variation of these examples or in at least another example, the coronal

portion 262 may have a cross-section 262A that tapers in the general coronal direction,

and the passageway 608 is complementarily tapered, to thereby define the longitudinal

position of the implant 230 in the passageway 608 and thus with respect to the physical

model 600; it is readily evident that additionally or alternatively, the apical portion 264

can be omitted, or the apical portion 264 can be formed with coronally tapering cross-

section.



It is also to be noted that in at least some of the above examples and in other

examples of the analog 230 and of the corresponding physical model 600, at least the

exposed part of the respective coronal-facing face 269 (when the analog is in the

respective installed position in the physical model 600) has a maximum width

dimension that is smaller than a maximum width dimension of another portion of the

analog. This ensures that these examples of the analog can be inserted into the physical

model 600 in a direction that does not penetrate into the external surface 661, for

example along a particular general coronal direction K, and at the same time limits

penetration of the analog into the model to ensure that it is at the installed position at the

end of penetration. The other portion of the analog having a greater maximum width

than at least the exposed part of the respective coronal-facing face 269 can be at any

desired location along the analog, for example at the opposed end thereof with respect

to the coronal-facing face 269, or inbetween. It is readily evident that the maximum

width differential can be achieved by providing this part with a larger cross-sectional

shape or with a protrusion, as compared with the at least the exposed part of the

respective coronal-facing face 269.

Referring to Fig. 3, an example of a system 200 for manufacturing a physical

model, such as for example physical model 600, comprises a first subsystem 260 for

generating a virtual (three-dimensional) model of the patient's dental structure 100 that

includes the dental implant 240, operatively connected to a second subsystem 280 for

manufacturing physical model 600 based on and corresponding to the virtual model, the

physical model 600 being configured for enabling a physical analog 230 (corresponding

to the dental implant 240) to be coupled, as already described in greater detail above.

The first subsystem 260 comprises a microprocessor or any other suitable

computer system suitably programmed for operating on a virtual model of the aforesaid

dental structure 100 to provide suitable manufacturing data to second subsystem 28, as

will be disclosed in greater detail below with respect to the method 400. In this

example, the computer system 260 comprises an input interface 210 such as a keyboard,

mouse, tablet, and so on, an output device such as display 220, a processing unit 230,

and a memory 235. Herein "display" refers to any device or system for delivering a

presentation, which can include one or more of any information, data, images, sounds,

etc, and thus the delivery can be in visual and/or audio form.



In this example, the subsystem 260 also comprises a scanner 250 that is

configured for providing 3D surface data of surfaces, in particular of the dental structure

100 (or alternatively of an already existing physical model of the dental structure 100),

including the hard dental surfaces 110 and soft dental surfaces 120 thereof, and also

including the dental implant site 150. The scanner 250 is also configured for providing

data relating to the spatial disposition P of the implant 240 with respect to the dental

structure 100.

The scanner 250 is operatively connected to the computer system 260 and

interacts therewith, and the subsystem 260 and/or the scanner 250 are suitably

programmed for reconstructing such surfaces from the surface data provided, to provide

a virtual model 500 of the dental structure 100. Suitable examples of such scanners are

well known, and can include, for example, an intra-oral scanner marketed under the

name of iTero (by Cadent Ltd., USA) which uses a hand held probe for determining

three dimensional surface data based on confocal focusing of an array of light beams,

and may optionally provide color data of the intraoral cavity in addition to the 3D

surface data.

A scanning abutment 246 can be provided, which in use can be mounted to the

dental implant 240 via the prosthesis interface part 248 and the prosthesis engaging part

241, and subsequently scanned directly or indirectly by the scanner 250. The scanning

abutment 246 is characterized in having suitable 3D attributes, for example the scanning

abutment 246 is shaped, and/or comprises suitable markers or other positional indicators

on the visually exposed part thereof when mounted to the implanted implant 240, that

provide information to enable the spatial disposition P of the dental implant 240 with

respect to the dental structure 100 to be determined. In some cases, an impression

abutment or a healing abutment can be used as a scanning abutment.

In alternative variations of this example of system 200, the scanner 250 can be

omitted and the virtual model 500 can be provided to the subsystem 260 in any other

suitable manner, for example via external virtual model source 290, which includes

virtual model 500 having been generated in any suitable manner, including inter alia

using suitable other scanning techniques, for example based on optical methods, direct

contact methods, X.-ray scanning, CT scanning, MRI scanning, ultrasound-based

scanning, or any other type of scanning can be used, applied directly to the patient's



dentition or to an impression or other negative model of the patient's dentition, or to an

existing physical model thereof, as appropriate.

In any case, the subsystem 260 manipulates and operates on the virtual model

500 of the aforesaid dental structure 100 as disclosed below in the context of method

400 to generate manufacturing data for manufacturing the respective physical model

600, and this manufacturing data is provided to second subsystem 280.

The second subsystem 280 comprises a computer controlled manufacturing

system configured for manufacturing the physical model 600 from the manufacturing

data, which for example may be referenced to a machine coordinate system C. While in

this example, the manufacturing process itself is a material removing process, such as

CNC milling for example, in alternative variations of this example part or all of the

manufacturing process can include a material additive process, for example a rapid

prototyping process, for example using a 3D system stereo lithography machine, or can

include any other suitable computer-controlled manufacturing process.

Referring to Fig. 4, an example of a method 400 for manufacturing a physical

model, such as for example physical model 600, and which can be carried out using

system 200, for example, broadly includes the following steps 420 and 450:

Step 420 - receiving a virtual model of the physical dental structure and

a virtual analog installation structure (also referred to herein interchangeably as a

virtual analog socket structure) in association with said virtual model, said

virtual analog installation structure being based on the dental analog;

Step 450 using said virtual model, manufacturing a physical model

corresponding to said virtual model, the physical model being provided with an

analog installation structure based on said virtual analog installation structure

and thereby configured for enabling the dental analog to be inserted into said

physical model through an analog insertion opening, wherein said analog

insertion opening is spaced from a location in the physical model corresponding

to the implant site in the physical dental structure.

In at least one variation of this example, and referring to Fig. 4(b), steps 420

and 450 can be as follows:



Step 420 - providing a virtual model of the physical dental structure

including a virtual implant spatial disposition with respect to said virtual model

corresponding to a physical implant spatial disposition of the dental implant with

respect to the physical dental structure;

Step 450 - using said virtual model, manufacturing a physical model

corresponding to said virtual model, the physical model being provided with an

analog installation structure configured for enabling a physical analog,

corresponding to the dental implant, to be inserted in a general coronal direction

with respect to said physical model to an installed position therein having an

analog spatial disposition with respect to said physical model corresponding to

said physical implant spatial disposition, wherein said analog installation

structure is previously defined in said virtual model.

In any case, the method 400 assumes that implant 240 has already been

implanted in the dental structure 100 of the patient, and it is to be noted that

implantation of implants in the intra oral cavity of patients is well known in the art. The

method 400 also assumes that a particular type of analog 230 according to the first

aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter, and corresponding to the dental implant

240, has been chosen, having a known or determinable external form 270.

Referring to each step in turn, step 420 comprises initially receiving, for

example acquiring, an accurate three dimensional virtual model 500 of the dental

structure 100, which as already stated includes the implant 240 and thus forms the focus

of the particular implant procedure for a particular patient. Herein the term "virtual

model" is synonymous with, and can be referred to interchangeably as, "three-

dimensional model", "3D model", "virtual model", "3D representation", "3D digitized

data", and the like. Referring also to Fig. 3, the virtual model 500 can be provided by

scanning the intra-oral cavity dental structure directly in-vivo using the scanner 250 of

system 200. Alternatively the virtual model 500 can be provided in any other any other

suitable manner, for example via external virtual model source 290, i.e., including inter

alia using suitable other scanning techniques, for example based on optical methods,

direct contact methods, X-ray scanning, CT scanning, MRI scanning, ultrasound-based

scanning, or any other type of scanning can be used, applied directly to the patient's



dentition or indirectly thereto, for example applied instead to an existing physical model

thereof, as appropriate.

The virtual model 500 includes, in addition to a virtual representation of dental

surfaces 150 of the dental structure 100 (i.e., 3D information of the soft dental surfaces

120 and hard dental surfaces 110 at least in the vicinity of the implant zone 150),

sufficient spatial (3D) data regarding the implanted implant 240 so that its spatial

disposition P with respect to the dental structure 100, can be also be modeled with

respect to the virtual model 500. The spatial disposition P of the implant 240 can be

determined using at least two different scanning methods, to provide virtual implant

spatial disposition data.

In a first scanning method, a first scanning procedure is applied directly to the

dental structure 100 (the dental implant 240 being exposed to the intra-oral cavity) to

enable creation of the virtual model 500 of the dental structure 100, to thereby provide

an accurate virtual representation of dental surfaces 150 of the dental structure 100.

Then, scanning abutment 246 is mounted to the dental implant 240 and a second

scanning procedure is applied to the dental structure 100 with the scanning abutment

246 in situ, generating an auxiliary virtual model which includes a virtual portion

thereof corresponding to the scanning abutment 246. Since the scanning abutment 246

has known 3D attributes, and the geometric relationship between the scanning abutment

and the dental implant 240 is also fixed and known, analysis of this portion of the

auxiliary virtual model provides information about the spatial disposition P of the dental

implant 240 with respect to the dental structure 100, and thus enables this spatial

disposition P to be modeled with respect to the first auxiliary virtual model to provide

corresponding virtual spatial disposition data VP. Of course, the second scanning

procedure can instead precede the first scanning procedure, in which case the scanning

abutment 246 is removed from the dental implant 240 prior to proceeding with the first

scanning procedure. In any case, a registration step can then be performed between the

auxiliary virtual model and the virtual model 500, for example by matching

corresponding virtual dental surfaces thereof, in particular by matching corresponding

external hard virtual dental surfaces thereof, to provide the relative virtual disposition

data VP of the implant with respect to the virtual model 500 from the virtual disposition

already determined for the auxiliary virtual model.



Thus, the first scanning procedure provides the virtual representation of dental

surfaces 150 of the dental structure 100 with unobscured surface details of the soft

tissues in the vicinity of and around the periphery of the prosthesis engaging part 248,

i.e., at interface 155, while the second scanning procedure provides the necessary

information to determine the spatial disposition P of the implanted implant 240 with

respect to the dental structure 100. This two-step scanning procedure can be of

particular benefit when the details of the implant 240 are at least partially obscured by

the soft tissues in the vicinity of the prosthesis engaging part 248, and/or, where the

scanning abutment 246 mechanically interferes with (for example presses against and

deforms) the soft tissues in the vicinity of the prosthesis engaging part 248.

In a second scanning method, only a single scanning procedure is applied

directly to the dental structure 100 (i.e., without any scanning abutment 246 being

mounted thereto). In this scanning procedure at least a portion of the prosthesis

engaging part 248 is exposed and captured during the scanning procedure, this portion

being uniquely identifiable with respect to the dental implant 240. Analysis of a virtual

portion of the virtual model 500 corresponding to the exposed prosthesis engaging part

248 enables this virtual portion to be matched to the geometry of the dental implant 240,

which thus provides information about the spatial disposition P of the dental implant

240 with respect to the dental structure 100. In turn, this enables this spatial disposition

P to be modeled with respect to the virtual model 500 to provide a corresponding virtual

spatial disposition data VP of the virtual equivalent of the dental implant 240 with

respect to the virtual model 500.

The virtual spatial disposition data VP thus includes dental implant data

representing the location and orientation of the dental implant 240 with respect to the

dental surfaces 115.

Alternatively, an indirect scanning technique can be used if a first prior physical

model of the dental structure 100 (i.e., with the dental implant 240 already implanted in

the dental structure 100) already exists, the aforementioned first scanning procedure of

the first scanning method, or the second scanning method, may be applied to this first

prior physical model rather than to the dental structure 100 i.e., instead of scanning the

actual intraoral cavity of the patient. Furthermore, if there also exists a second prior

physical model of the dental structure 100, obtained when the scanning abutment 246



was mounted thereto, the aforementioned first scanning procedure of the first scanning

method may be applied to this second prior physical model rather than to the intraoral

cavity of the patient. The first prior physical model can be provided, for example, in a

conventional manner via a first physical impression of the dental structure 100,

including the exposed implant 240 and subsequently casting the first physical

impression with paste. The second prior physical model can be provided in a similar

manner, for example via a second physical impression of the dental structure 100 taken

with the scanning abutment 246 mounted to the implant 240 and subsequently casting

the second impression with paste.

Thus, with respect to the virtual model 500, virtual spatial disposition data VP is

determined, representative of the physical spatial disposition P of the dental implant 240

with respect to the dental structure 100.

For example, virtual spatial disposition data VP can be defined with respect to

virtual model 500 in a similar manner to spatial disposition P or spatial disposition P

mutatis mutandis, i.e., can include the virtual spatial orientation of a virtual longitudinal

axis VA, and the spatial position of a point VQ associated with a virtual analog 730

(corresponding to the physical analog 230), point VQ being at a fixed spatial

relationship with respect to the axis VA.

Referring to Fig. 10, virtual model 500 comprises a first external surface 561

virtually representative of dental surfaces 115 of said dental structure 100, including

first virtual portions 509 corresponding to the hard dental surfaces 110, second virtual

portions 508 corresponding to the soft dental surfaces 120, and a third virtual portion

502 corresponding to the interface 155 between exposed part of prosthesis engaging

part 248 and soft dental surfaces 120.

Additionally, the virtual model 500 is operated on and modified to define a fully

enclosed virtual volume corresponding to the enclosed volume of the respective

physical model 600 that is to be manufactured. For example, and also referring again to

Fig. 5, the virtual model 500 can be modified to include a virtual model base 506

corresponding to the desired physical model base 609, and comprising a respective

external base surface 507 corresponding to the desired physical base surface 603. The

virtual model base 506 can be generated in any number of ways. For example, a

rectangular parallelepiped, or other prismatic shape or any other suitable shape, can be



defined having a length and breadth greater, for example about 10% greater, than the

overall length and breadth, respectively, of the first external surface 561, and a height

for example about the same as the overall height of the first external surface 561. The

base surface 507 thus generated is displaced in an apical direction A away from the first

external surface 561, and the first external surface 561 is smoothly joined to the external

base surface 507 in a virtual manner to create the enclosed virtual volume. The external

base surface 507 is thus different from first external surface 561 and does not

correspond to physiological surfaces, including dental surfaces, of said dental structure

100.

At least a part of the external base surface 507 is displaced from the aforesaid

first external surface 561 in an apical direction A with respect thereto and away from

the third virtual portion 502, and defines a virtual apical portion 501 corresponding to

the desired physical apical portion 606 of the physical model 600.

Referring to Fig. 4(a), step 450 comprises a number of sub-steps, as follows:

Step 470 - defining in said virtual model 500 a virtual analog socket

structure (i.e., the virtual analog installation structure 590), for virtually

accommodating therein a virtual analog (corresponding to the physical analog)

in a virtual installed position (corresponding to the desired installed position of

the physical analog in the physical model). In other words, the virtual analog

installation structure 590 corresponds to the desired physical installation

structure 690.

Step 480 - generating machine instructions for manufacturing the

physical model 600 based on said virtual model 500 and the virtual analog

installation structure 590.

Step 490 - using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical

model 600.

Herein, "virtual analog" is used interchangeably with "virtual analog structure".

Referring to step 470, this can include three sub-steps: step 470A, step 470B,

and step 470C. In step 470A, and referring again to Fig. 10, the geometry of the

appropriate virtual analog installation structure 590 corresponding to the desired

physical installation structure 690, is provided, having corresponding 3D characteristics



such as to ensure that virtual analog 730 can be virtually installed in the virtual analog

installation structure 590 to a virtual installed position with respect thereto

corresponding to the installed position of the dental analog 230 with respect to the

corresponding physical installation structure 690, i.e. at virtual spatial disposition data

VP, to define their relative positions in six degrees of freedom. The virtual analog

installation structure 590 includes virtual passageway 708 having virtual internal walls

766 configured for allowing virtual insertion of the respective virtual implant 730 along

the respective insertion direction to a virtual installed position, corresponding to the

desired physical passageway 608 and internal walls 666, mutatis mutandis. Thus, and

referring to the example of dental analog 230 and physical model 600 illustrated in Fig.

5 and Fig. 6(a), the virtual internal walls 766 define a virtual analog chamber 765, and

passageway 708 comprises a first passageway portion 756, a shoulder 757, and a second

passageway portion 758, corresponding to and having virtual 3D characteristics

corresponding to the physical 3D characteristics required for the first passageway

portion 656, shoulder 657, and second passageway portion 658. It is to be noted that at

this point the second passageway portion 758 can have a different axial length than that

of the eventual second passageway portion 658. These virtual components of

passageway 708 are thus determined from the virtual external form 770 of the

respective analog 730 is a manner similar to that described above for the passageway

608 of physical model 600 of Fig. 5 in the context of the external form 270 of the

analog 230, mutatis mutandis.

Thus, the virtual analog installation structure 590 can be modeled for any type of

implant 230, mutatis mutandis, having any external form 270, for example as illustrated

in the figures, comprising a virtual passageway 708 having virtual internal walls 766

configured for allowing coronal insertion of the respective virtual implant 730 to a

virtual installed position based on the external form 270 of the respective analog 230.

Thus, for example, it is possible for the first subsystem 260 to include in

memory 235 (or in another memory operatively connected to the first subsystem 260) a

library of virtual analog installation structures 590, each corresponding to one of a

plurality of different types of dental analogs 230, in particular of the respective external

forms 270 thereof, and the appropriate virtual analog installation structure 590 can be

retrieved and operated on in steps 470B and step 470C below by identifying the



corresponding virtual analog 770, which in turn corresponds to the actual dental analog

230 that has been chosen corresponding to the dental implant 240.

Alternatively, the appropriate virtual analog installation structure 590 can be

imported to the first subsystem 260 from another external source.

In step 470B, the virtual analog installation structure 590 provided in step 470A

is virtually aligned with respect to the virtual model 500 at virtual spatial disposition

data VP to ensure that a virtual analog 730 can be virtually inserted to a virtual installed

position therein corresponding to the installed position of the dental analog 230 in the

physical model 600, the spatial disposition P', and which in turn corresponds to the

spatial disposition P. This virtual alignment is relatively straightforward since the

virtual spatial disposition of the virtual analog 730 with respect to the virtual analog

installation structure 590 is fixed in six degrees of freedom at the virtual installed

position, and since in the virtual installed position the virtual analog 730 will be at the

already determined virtual disposition VP with respect to the first model 500. For

example, the virtual analog 730 can be registered with respect to the virtual model 500

by aligning the virtual analog 730 at virtual spatial disposition data VP, and then

registering the virtual analog installation structure 590 with the virtual analog 730, after

which the virtual analog 730 can be removed.

In any case, the result is that the aligned virtual analog installation structure 590

is referenced to the same spatial/coordinate system as the virtual model 500.

Optionally, the aligned virtual analog installation structure 590 can be further

modified, as necessary to ensure compatibility with the virtual model base 506, in

particular to define virtual analog insertion opening 707 formed in virtual apical portion

706, corresponding to analog insertion opening 607 formed in apical portion 606. Thus,

if necessary, the virtual passageway 758 can be extended in a general apical direction

aligned with the virtual longitudinal axis VA, or shortened, to ensure such

compatibility, and the virtual analog insertion opening 707 can be virtually defined as

the intersection of virtual passageway 758 with virtual apical portion 706.

It is readily apparent that virtual analog insertion opening 707 is spaced from the

parts of the virtual model corresponding to the implant site 150, in particular that virtual

analog insertion opening 707 is spaced from virtual coronal opening 503. It is also



readily apparent that virtual analog insertion opening 707 is different from virtual

coronal opening 503.

In at least some examples the virtual analog insertion opening 707 is spaced

from the outer model surface 661. In at least some examples the analog insertion

opening 607 is at a location other than the first external surface 561. In at least some

examples the virtual analog insertion opening 707 excludes a location in parts of the

virtual model corresponding to the implant site 150.

Finally, a part of the virtual model 500 circumscribed by third virtual portion

502 is removed to provide virtual coronal opening 503, and the coronal end of the

virtual analog installation structure 590 is virtually joined to the third virtual portion

502. The virtual analog installation structure 590 is thus open in a virtual sense at its

coronal end via coronal opening 503, and at its apical end via virtual analog insertion

opening 707.

In step 470C the virtual analog installation structure 590 can be virtually

combined with the virtual model 500 to generate a modified virtual model 500'.

Referring to Fig. 4(c), it is thus readily apparent that the virtual model 500 can

be created using a computer system, and implementing the following broad steps:

Step 472 - receiving a virtual representation of dental surfaces of the physical

dental structure with dental implant data representing a location and

orientation of the dental implant with respect to the dental surfaces;

Step 474 - receiving a virtual analog structure, the virtual analog structure

being based on said dental implant; and

Step 476 - creating the virtual model based on:

- said virtual representation of dental surfaces; and

- a virtual analog socket structure based on said virtual analog structure

and said dental implant data, and having an virtual analog insertion

opening that is spaced from parts of the virtual model corresponding to

dental surfaces and the implant site.

It is also readily apparent that the virtual analog socket structure, i.e., the virtual

analog installation structure 590, is configured for virtually receiving therein the analog



virtual model 730 via the virtual analog insertion opening 707 and along an insertion

path, wherein the insertion path is along an insertion direction including at least one of:

a general coronal direction K ;

a non-apical direction;

a direction passing through the virtual representation of dental surfaces,

i.e., first external surface 561, from a first location Fl with respect to the

virtual model 500 corresponding to an inside Dl of the dental structure

100 to a second location F2 with respect to the virtual model 500

corresponding to an outside D2 of the dental structure (see Fig. 5 and

Fig. 10).

Referring again to Fig. 4(a), in step 480 the modified virtual model 500' is

suitably operated on to provide suitable machine instructions M to enable in step 490

computer controlled manufacture of the physical model 600 including the physical

installation structure 690 corresponding to the virtual analog installation structure 590,

for example using subsystem 280 (Fig. 3).

Alternatively, and referring again to Fig. 3, manufacturing step 490 has two

stages. In this case, step 470C can optionally be omitted, and in step 480 the virtual

model 500 is suitably operated on to provide a first set of machine instructions Ml for

computer controlled manufacture of part of the physical model 600 excluding the

physical installation structure 690. The virtual analog installation structure 590 is also

suitably operated on to provide a second set of machine instructions M2 to finish the

physical model 600 by the computer controlled manufacture of the physical installation

structure 690 therein.

The exact nature of the machine instructions will depend, inter alia, on the type

of computer controlled manufacture being used in step 490, for example CNC

machining or rapid prototyping, and can be carried out using the second subsystem 280,

for example.

A feature of CNC controlled manufacturing process of the model 600 according

to this and at least some other examples of the presently disclosed subject matter is that

the machine instructions for producing both, the external surface 661, base 609,

chamber 665, passageway 608 and opening 607 of the model 600, are derived from the



same virtual model 500 and are thus referenced to the same machine coordinate system

C. This enables the same CNC controlled manufacturing system to be used for

machining the external surface 661 and base 609 of the physical model 600, either in

parallel or in series, with chamber 665, passageway 608 and opening 607 of the model

600, in an accurate and consistent manner, and in one machining operation or

procedure. Further, there is no need for an intervening scanning operation or procedure

to determine the 3D shape of the outer surface 661 or base 609, and then attempt to

align the CNC machining of the cavity thereto, as can be required if the outer surface

661 on the one hand, and chamber 665, passageway 608 and opening 607 of the model

600, on the other hand, are manufactured using different methods or which are not

based on the same virtual model. The manufacturing process according to at least this

example can thus also be relatively quick and efficient.

The aforesaid computer controlled machining process can thus provide a high

degree of dimensional accuracy at least in terms of the position and alignment of the

chamber 665, passageway 608 and opening 607 of the model 600, with respect to the

outer surfaces 661, and thus in terms of the position and alignment of analog 230 with

respect to the model 600 when affixed therein, as the machining process for both the

cavity 665 and chamber 665 on the one hand, and the passageway 608 and opening 607

of the model 600 on the other hand, are based on the same coordinate system.

In alternative variations of this example, the model 600, including the external

surface 661, base 609, chamber 665, passageway 608 and opening 607 can be

concurrently manufactured using any suitable manufacturing methods, for example

rapid prototyping manufacturing methods.

In yet other alternative variations of this example, the model 600, including the

external surface 661 and base 609 can be manufactured using a first manufacturing

method, for example rapid prototyping manufacturing methods, while chamber 665,

passageway 608 and opening 607 can be subsequently manufactured on this model

using a second manufacturing method, for example CNC material removal

manufacturing methods. Alternatively, model 600, can be produced using any other

suitable computer-controlled manufacturing technique based on the virtual model 500.

The physical model 600, produced by CNC material removal methods and/or

rapid prototyping methods, can be formed entirely of a hard material (or at least external



surface 661 is formed entirely of a hard material), for example from a suitable hard

machinable plastic or polymeric material or from hard materials commonly used in

rapid prototyping manufacturing processes.

The physical model 600 can thus be made having uniform hardness.

Alternatively the physical model can be formed as a composite physical model, for

example as disclosed below regarding the second aspect of the presently disclosed

subject matter for composite physical model 800, mutatis mutandis.

Once the physical model 600 with its respective installation structure 690 is

completed, the analog 230 can be inserted into the physical model 600 in a general

coronal direction K to the respective installed position, via apical base opening 607.

It is to be noted that the physical model 600 can optionally be formed with

alignment features that allow the physical model 600 to be aligned with a physical

model of the opposite jaw to provide proper occlusion, and the alignment features are

first defined in a virtual manner in the virtual model 500, for example as disclosed in

US 7,220,124, US 2007/0077537 and US 2007/0154867, co-assigned to the present

Assignee. Such a physical model 600 with alignment features can be provided

according to the following method, for example:

(a) using a computer system:

providing a three dimensional (3D) virtual dentition model of a

patient's dentition including virtual model components corresponding to at

least a part of each jaw thereof, and including the dental structure 100;

providing 3D data representative of at least the spatial

relationship between said jaws in occlusion;

incorporating in said 3D virtual dentition model, one or more

digitally created structural reference components defining an alignment

arrangement for said 3D virtual dentition model based on said 3D data so as

to define an updated 3D virtual dentition model, said one or more structural

reference components configured to provide virtual occlusion alignment

between said model components according to the spatial relationship; and

(b) following step (a), preparing a physical three dimensional (3D)

model including said physical model 600 and physical model components



that respectively represent said virtual model components, based on said

updated 3D virtual dentition model obtained in step (a), wherein said physical

model components are produced incorporating one or more physical

structural reference components respectively corresponding to one or more

digitally created structural reference components to enable selectively

providing physical occlusion alignment between said physical model

components corresponding to said virtual occlusion alignment.

Alternatively, the physical model 600 can be configured for mounting onto any

dental articulator.

According to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter, a family

of analogs may be conceived and provided, wherein each analog 230 of the family has

the same external form 270, but wherein the analogs 230 in the family differ from one

another in having a respective prosthesis interface analog part 238 and corresponding

prosthesis engaging analog part 231 that is implant-specific, i.e., that correspond to the

prosthesis interface implant part 248 and the prosthesis engaging implant part 241 of a

specific type of dental implant, for compatibility with a particular type or make of

prosthesis/permanent abutment configuration. For example, each of the analogs 230 in

the family may correspond to a different one of a plurality of commercially available

dental implants 240. This allows the method 400 to be effectively applied to a wide

range of cases where the dental implant 240 can be chosen for compatibility with any

one of a range of such prosthesis/permanent abutment configuration, while the external

form 270 of the analog 230 is effectively standardised, enabling the form of the opening

607, passageway 608 and chamber 665 formed in the physical model 600 can be

standardized, and likewise the virtual equivalents of these components can also be

standardized.

In another example according to the first aspect of the presently disclosed

subject matter, a particular desired analog is not originally suitable for, or is unable to

be, press-fitted into a complementarily-shaped chamber, formed in the physical model,

in a general coronal direction. For example, and referring to Fig. 11, the desired analog

230' can be a commercially available analog that can comprise laterally projecting

protrusions designed for anchoring the analog in a plaster model when the model is cast

using prior art methods, in which the analog is first aligned in the mold prior to casting.



The system and method according to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject

matter can be applied in at least two different ways, for example as follows.

In a first such application of system and method according to the first aspect of

the presently disclosed subject matter, and referring to Fig. 11, the physical analog 230'

is embedded in a jacket 300 to form a composite analog 310. For example, the jacket

300 is made from a machinable material, which is milled or otherwise machined in situ

on the analog 230' to have a relative smooth external shape 315 that is readily insertable

in the general coronal direction K, into the in the physical model, referred to herein by

the reference numeral 601, and which enables the composite analog 310 to be fixed

therein in six degrees of freedom at spatial disposition P'. Thus, the external shape 315

can correspond to or be similar to the external form 270 as described above to any one

of the examples of analog 230, for example. On the other hand, the physical model 601

has a respective analog physical installation structure 690, for example including

passageway 321 and chamber 320, and model base opening 322.

The shape and relative position of the outer surface 315 of the jacket 300 that is

to mate against the internal surface 325 of chamber 320 can be predefined, for example.

The shape and relative position of the outer surface 315 of the jacket 300 that is to mate

against the internal surface 325 of chamber 320 can be predefined. The jacket 300 is

formed on the analog 230' - for example the analog 230' is cast or otherwise embedded

in a blank of material, and the jacket 300 is machined until a desired form is provided

for outer surface 315. Alternatively, a cast material can be poured into a precision mold

of a predefined internal shape, while analog 230' is being held in a predefined spatial

relationship with respect thereto by an accessory such as a suitable jig or the like.

The method steps as disclosed above and with reference to Fig. 4 are applicable

to this example of physical model 601, mutatis mutandis, with the main difference that

in general at least some of the steps therein relating to the analog 230, chamber 665,

passageway 608 and opening 607, and their virtual equivalents, can be applied, in this

example, to the composite analog 310, respective chamber 320, respective passageway

321 and respective opening 322 instead, mutatis mutandis, while step 420 for the second

example is substantially the same as for the first example relating to physical model 600

mutatis mutandis.



In step 470, though, the virtual analog 730, while now representative of the

physical analog 230' rather than analog 230, is further representative of the jacket 300,

and thus in particular corresponds to the composite analog 310. In any case, in step 470,

the resulting composite analog 310 can be scanned, for example, to generate the

corresponding virtual analog 730.

In step 450, the outer surface and the chamber 320 of the physical model 601 are

manufactured in a similar manner to that for physical model 600, mutatis mutandis, and

the composite analog 310 can then be installed into the chamber 320 via opening 322

and passageway 321 in a general coronal direction K such that the analog 230' is

aligned with the model 601 in spatial disposition P'. The physical model 601 can be

made having uniform hardness, for example as disclosed herein for physical model 600,

mutatis mutandis, or can be formed as a composite physical model, for example as

disclosed below for composite physical model 800, mutatis mutandis. In any case, once

the physical model has been manufactured, the composite analog 310 is inserted into

chamber 320 via opening 322 and passageway 321.

Alternatively, and in a second such application of system and method according

to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter, a physical model of the

dental structure 100 is provided in a similar manner to that disclosed herein for the

above examples, mutatis mutandis, with some differences. Referring to Fig. 12, the first

difference is that the respective chamber 665" and respective passageway 608" are

provided being significantly larger (i.e., having larger cross-section) than required for

accommodating the analog 230' in a tight fit configuration, and the respective chamber

665" and respective passageway 608" can be of any desired shape so long as the analog

230' can be inserted therein in a general coronal direction, with a lateral clearance 662

therebetween, to the installed position at spatial disposition P'. In this case, the virtual

analog installation structure is generated to provide a corresponding clearance for the

virtual analog corresponding to the analog 230'. Once the physical model 603 is

manufactured, an accessory in the form of an accessory in the form jig 700 is used for

holding the analog 230' within the chamber 665", via opening 607" and passageway

608" in the desired position and orientation therein, i.e., in spatial disposition P' having

been inserted therein in a general coronal direction K. A filling and fixing material, for

example epoxy resin, is then introduced in the clearance gap 662 and allowed to set,



cementing the analog 230' in place, after which the jig 700 can be disengaged from the

analog 230' and from the model 603.

The jig 700, according to a first example thereof, comprises a base 710, and a

substantially rigid, inverted U-shaped strut 720, having one arm 722 rigidly attached to

the base 710 and a second arm 724 having a free end 725 onto which an analog 230'

can be mounted at apical end thereof 239" (opposed to the abutment receiving end

thereof) in a known and unique spatial relationship with respect thereto. There is thus a

unique and fixed spatial relationship between the end 725 and the base 710. The shape

of the jig is only illustrative, and any suitable arrangement can be used that has a fixed

geometrical relationship between the model-engaging base and the analog apical end.

Furthermore, the mating platform 670 is attached to the model base, in a unique mating

spatial position (or indeed to another structure in a known fixed relationship to the

model 603) remote from parts of the model 603 representing dental surfaces, and thus

facilitates the cementing procedure for the user as there is a minimum or zero

obfuscation of the chamber 665" and analog 230' by the jig.

The physical model 603 according to this example can be made having uniform

hardness, for example as disclosed herein for physical model 600, mutatis mutandis, or

can be formed as a composite physical model, for example as disclosed below for

composite physical model 800, mutatis mutandis.

It is to be noted that the first subsystem 260 in which virtual models are created

and operated on according to any of the examples of the presently disclosed subject

matter does not necessarily need to be located in the same geographical location as the

scanner 250 and patient. Thus, while the scanning of the patient is usually done at a

dental clinic by the dentist or other dental practitioner, the dental clinic can instead or

additionally be linked to one or more dental labs, and possibly also to a dental service

center via a communication system or network such as for example the Internet or other

suitable communications medium such as an intranet, local access network, public

switched telephone network, cable network, satellite communication system, and the

like. Additionally or alternatively, the communication system can include postal or

courier services, the data being communicated via a transportable medium such as an

optical disc, magnetic disc and so on. In any case, once the virtual model is created, the

physical dental model, and other dental procedures not carried out on the actual patient,



can be carried out by the dental lab which receives the required data generated by the

method 400 via the communications system. Additionally or alternatively, the physical

dental model can be manufactured in one location, and sent to another location in which

the analog is implanted in the physical dental model.

Referring to Fig. 13, an example of method 900 for providing a composite

physical model of a dental structure according to the second aspect of the presently

disclosed subject matter broadly includes the following steps 920 and 950:

Step 920 - providing a virtual model of the physical dental structure;

Step 950 - using said virtual model, manufacturing a composite physical

model corresponding to said virtual model, the physical model including a

first physical model part and a second physical model part having at least one

physical property different from a physical property of said first physical

model part.

In the following example, the dental structure is the aforesaid dental structure

100 which includes a dental implant 240 implanted therein at a particular implant site

150, and includes hard dental surfaces 110 and soft dental surfaces 120 thereof. Thus

step 920 can correspond to step 420 according to the first aspect of the presently

disclosed subject matter, mutatis mutandis, wherein virtual model 500 of the dental

structure 100 is generated. However, it is to be noted that method 900 is not limited to

such a dental structure, and can thus also be applicable be applicable for the

manufacture of other dental physical composite models in a similar manner to that

disclosed herein, mutatis mutandis, whether configured for having an analog installed

therein in any suitable manner, or whether the physical composite model is not

configured for incorporating an analog - for example a regular dental model, or one

used for manufacturing and fitting a prosthesis on a preparation.

In other words, the method 900 is also applicable, mutatis mutandis, to other

dental structures having hard dental structures (for example optionally including a tooth

preparation) and soft dental structures, and optionally having an absence of any

implants in the dental structure. For example, where the dental structure lacks a dental

implant, step 920 can be similar to step 420, but can exclude any activity directed to



determining the spatial disposition of the implant, mutatis mutandis, and similarly step

950 excludes manufacturing an analog installation structure, mutatis mutandis.

Referring to Fig. 13(a), and to Figs 14(a) to 14(c), step 950 can include the

following substeps:

Step 952 - identifying at least some virtual surfaces of virtual model

500 corresponding to some or all of the soft dental surfaces 120 of the dental

structure 100;

Step 954 - modifying virtual model 500 to create a virtual soft model

part 580 corresponding to at least some of the soft dental surfaces 120, and a

virtual hard model part 560 corresponding to at least some of the hard dental

surfaces 110.

In step 952, a zone or surface 910 is defined on the second virtual portions 508,

around the virtual coronal opening 503 corresponding to the zone of soft dental surfaces

120 of the original dental structure 100 that surrounds the implant site 150 and that is to

be represented in the composite model 800 by the soft model part. For example, surface

910 can extend up to the virtual gingival margins 915 of the virtual teeth 917 (of the

virtual portions 509) that are adjacent the virtual coronal opening 503.

The particular second virtual portions 508 can be identified by, and surface 910

can be defined by, the user, in an interactive manner using the first subsystem 260 of

system 200 (Fig. 3), for example. Alternatively, second virtual portions 508 can be

identified and/or surface 910 can be defined in an automated or semi-automated

manner. For example, the computer system 260 can be programmed to automatically

identify the virtual coronal opening 503 and then identify and define surface 910 by

radiating outwardly along the second virtual portions 508 of the virtual model 500 by a

fixed spacing, for example, or until the curvature of the virtual model 500 indicates that

the surface is curving in an upward direction, which is indicative of the first virtual

portions 509.

It is evident that for at least this particular application of method 900, it is only

desired for a relatively small area around the implant site 150 to be reproduced in the

composite model 800 using a relatively soft material, while the remainder of the

composite model 800, including other parts thereof that correspond to other soft dental



surfaces 120, may be included in the hard model part. In other applications of method

900, other parts or all of the parts of the virtual model 500 that represent the soft dental

surfaces 120 may be included in the soft model part.

In step 954, once surface 910 is defined, a second virtual surface 920 is defined,

for example by displacing a copy of surface 910 in an inwardly or apical direction by a

predefined displacement "d". For example, displacement "d" can correspond to spacing

between the most coronal part of surface 910 and the position of third virtual portion

502 (corresponding to the position of the exposed part of prosthesis engaging part 248),

or may be some percentage greater than this spacing, for example 105%, 110%, 125,

150% or 200% or more of this spacing. Then, an additional outer lateral virtual surface

930 is defined, joining together the outer edges 911 and 921 of surfaces 910 and 920,

respectively, and where necessary an additional inner lateral virtual surface 940 is

defined, joining together the inner edges 912 and 922 of surfaces 910 and 920,

respectively.

Alternatively, second surface 920 can be defined in any other suitable manner -

for example by defining a plane (or any other surface, e.g. a part-cylindrical surface) at

a desired orientation (for example parallel to the occlusal plane or to any other suitable

reference plane), displacing this plane in an apical direction AP from the position of

portion 502 by a suitable displacement or maintaining the plane at portion 502, and then

intersecting the plane with second virtual portions 508, for example.

The virtual hard model part 560 is then created by removing surface 910 and

inner lateral virtual surface 940 from the virtual model 500, and adding surface 920 and

outer lateral virtual surface 930. The virtual hard model part 560 corresponds to the hard

model part 860 of the composite physical model 800 that is to be manufactured.

A virtual soft model part 580, separate from the virtual hard model part 560, is

also created by joining surface 910 and inner lateral virtual surface 940 to surface 920

and outer lateral virtual surface 930, and the virtual soft model part 580 corresponds to

the soft model part 880 of the physical composite model 800. In at least some variations

of this example, a small spacing may be desired between the soft model part 880 and the

hard model part 860, for example for introducing an adhesive therebetween, and in such

cases the virtual soft model part 580 or the virtual hard model part 560 is

correspondingly modified by displacement of the corresponding surface 920 thereof.



Referring again to Fig. 13(a), step 950 can further include the following

substeps:

Step 956 - generating machine instructions for manufacturing the

physical composite model 800 including physical soft model part 880 based on

and corresponding to virtual soft model part 580 and a physical hard model

part 860, based on and corresponding to said virtual hard model part 560.

Step 958 - using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical

composite model 800.

In step 956 the virtual soft model part 580 and the virtual hard model part 560

(which optionally may be combined in to a single virtual model while retaining their

characteristics) are suitably operated on, for example via subsystem 260, to provide

suitable machine instructions to enable in step 958 computer controlled manufacture of

the physical composite model 800 (which in this particular application of method 900

also includes the physical installation structure 690 corresponding to the virtual analog

installation structure 590), for example using subsystem 280 (Fig. 3).

The exact nature of the machine instructions will depend, inter alia, on the type

of computer controlled manufacture being used in step 958, for example CNC

machining or any type of rapid prototyping (for example stereo lithography, printing,

sintering, etc.), and can be carried out using the second subsystem 280, for example.

In the example illustrated in Figs. 14(b) and 14(c), the hard model part 860 and

the soft model part 880 are separately manufactured and then coupled together. The

hard model part 860 can be manufactured based on and corresponding to the virtual

hard model part 560, in a similar manner to that disclosed above for the manufacture of

physical model 600 based on virtual model 500, mutatis mutandis. Thus, for example, a

CNC material removal operation or procedure can be conducted on a suitable hard

material blank, or a suitable rapid prototyping method can be used, or a combination of

both, or any other suitable computer-controlled manufacturing technique based on the

virtual hard model part 560.

The soft model part 880 can be formed from suitable relatively soft material and

can be manufactured based on and corresponding to the virtual soft model part 580

using the corresponding machine instructions, in a similar manner to that disclosed



above for the manufacture of physical model 600 based on virtual model 500, mutatis

mutandis. Preferably, the soft material is similar in at least one of texture, resilience,

color and softness to the natural gums, but other materials which are non-rigid can also

be suitable, or that are at least softer than the material of the hard model part, and/or

have different colors to the natural gums. For example, the soft material can be rubber,

silicone, or any other soft tissue material used in the art to create composite dental

models.

The soft model part 880 can be formed in a number of different ways, based on

the virtual hard model part 560 and using the appropriate machine instructions derived

therefrom. For example, soft model part 880 can be formed via a rapid prototyping

manufacturing method, using a suitably soft material - for example using an Objet rapid

prototyping machine (for example as disclosed in website www.object.com ), and a

suitable material, for example as marketed under "TANGO", which can be selectively

provided with different levels of rigidity. Alternatively, and depending on the actual

hardness of the soft model part, a CNC material removal operation or procedure can be

conducted on a suitable soft material blank, or any other suitable computer-controlled

manufacturing technique based on the virtual hard model part 560 and using the

appropriate machine instructions derived therefrom.

Alternatively, a mold can be manufactured (in the form of a negative physical

model), also based on the virtual soft model part 580, to provide mold surfaces that are

substantially complementary to the outer-facing surfaces of the required soft model part

880. The mold can be manufactured using, for example via CNC material removal

methods on a blank of suitable mold material and/or via a material additive process, for

example a rapid prototyping manufacturing method, or any other suitable manufacturing

method, using a suitably mold material, and using the appropriate machine instructions

derived based on the virtual soft model part 580. The soft model part 880 can then be

formed by casting or injecting suitable soft material into the mold and allowing to set. It

is to be noted that the hard model part 860 can also be manufactured in a similar manner

from a mold in the form of negative physical model that is based on the virtual hard

model part 560 and manufactured based on and corresponding to the virtual hard model

part 560, and using the appropriate machine instructions derived based thereon.



Alternatively, the soft model part 880 can be produced any other suitable

computer-controlled manufacturing technique based on the virtual soft model part 580

and suitable relatively soft materials.

Referring to Fig. 14(c), the soft model part 880 is affixed onto the hard model

part 860 to complete the composite physical model 800.

The soft model part 880 can be affixed onto the hard model part 860 in a number

of different ways, for example via a mechanical arrangement, adhesives, welding and so

on. For example, an interlocking mechanical arrangement can be provided, which is

first modeled in the virtual soft model part 580 and/or the virtual hard model part 560.

For example, and as illustrated in Figs. 14(b) and 14(c), in one such interlocking

mechanical arrangement the soft model part 880 can be formed with a number of holes

885 that are configured for receiving complementary projections 865 formed on the

hard model part 860 in corresponding locations, so that when thus received, the soft

model part 880 is in the correct relative spatial relationship with respect to the hard

model part 860. For example, the projections and holes can be formed integrally with

the soft model part 880 and hard model part 860, and the corresponding virtual soft

model part 580 and virtual hard model part 560 are correspondingly modified to include

virtual of projections 585 and complementary virtual holes 565', respectively, in step

954 or in step 956, prior to manufacture. The projections and holes may have any cross-

sectional shapes, so long as they are complementary to one another, and the projections

may be formed as pins, tabs, and so on.

In alternative variations of this example, the holes can be formed on the hard

model part 860 and the projections in the soft model part 880, or there can be a

combination of projections and holes formed on the hard model part 860 that are paired

to complementary holes and projections formed in the soft model part 880.

Alternatively, holes can be formed on the hard model part 860 and in the soft model part

880, in mutual registry, and a plurality of pins used to connect paired holes in the hard

model part 860 and the soft model part 880.

Alternatively, for example, suitable wells can be formed in corresponding parts

of the soft model part 880 and hard model part 860, and suitable magnets placed in

these wells so that the soft model part 880 and hard model part 860 can be engaged



magnetically; the wells are first modeled in the corresponding virtual soft model part

580 and virtual hard model part 560.

Alternatively, for example, the soft model part 880 can be overlaid on hard

model part 860, and affixed therein using spikes traversing the soft model part 880 and

penetrating the hard model part 860, for example.

Alternatively, a suitable adhesive can be used for fixing the soft model part 880

on hard model part 860. In such a case, the soft model part 880 and/or hard model part

860, can be formed with a small clearance therebetween to allow room for the adhesive,

and this clearance is first modeled in the virtual soft model part 580 and/or the virtual

hard model part 560.

Alternatively, any other suitable means can be used for affixing the soft model

part 880 to the hard model part 860, and modeled as appropriate in the virtual soft

model part 580 and/or the virtual hard model part 560.

In any case, where appropriate, the virtual hard model part 560 and the virtual

soft model part 580, can be formed with spatial virtual features that ensure that the

corresponding physical features, formed on the hard model part 860 and the soft model

part 880, respectively, provide (when aligned) the correct spatial disposition between

the hard model part 860 and the soft model part 880. Such features may comprise

suitable markings, for example.

Alternatively, in another example of steps 956 and 958, the composite physical

model 800 can be made by first manufacturing the hard model part 860, for example as

disclosed above, mutatis mutandis, and then the soft model part 880 can be

subsequently formed in situ on the hard model part 860 of the composite physical model

800. For example, the virtual model 500 can be used to create a physical negative model

of the composite physical model 800 to be used as a mold. The hard model part 860 is

mounted in the physical negative model, and this results in a gap being created

inbetween these two components, the gap corresponding to the soft model part 880. The

soft model part 880 can then be formed by casting or injecting suitable soft material into

this gap via suitable injection channels formed in the mold, for example, allowing the

soft material to set as appropriate, and subsequently removing the physical negative

model.



Alternatively, in another example of steps 956 and 958, a suitable rapid

prototyping technique can be used for integrally forming the composite model 800,

based on machine instructions derived from the virtual soft model part 580 and/or the

virtual hard model part 560. For example an Objet rapid prototyping machine (for

example as disclosed in website www.obiect.com ) can be used with two materials of

different hardnesses, for example as marketed under "TANGO", which can be provided

with different levels of rigidity. For parts of the composite physical model 800

corresponding to the virtual hard model part 560, the rapid prototyping machine uses a

relatively hard material, while for parts of the composite physical model 800

corresponding to the virtual soft model part 580, the rapid prototyping machine uses a

relatively soft material.

In at least this particular application of method 900 directed to the dental

structure 100, and referring to Fig. 14(c), once the composite physical model 800 is

ready, the analog 230 can be inserted into the composite model 800 in a general coronal

direction K in a similar manner to that disclosed above for physical model 600, mutatis

mutandis, to assume a spatial disposition P' that is fixed in six degrees of freedom with

respect to the composite model 800, corresponding to the spatial disposition P of the

implant 240 with respect to the dental structure 100. The prosthesis engaging part 238

of the analog 230 is thus surrounded by relatively soft material, for example in a similar

manner to the implant 240 in the dental structure 100. In the installed position, the

prosthesis engaging part 238 of the analog 230 is in abutment with the coronal opening

573' of the composite model 800, and thus the exposed part of the prosthesis engaging

part 238 is visible and accessible via the coronal opening 573'.

In the above examples of implementation of method 900 with reference to dental

model 100, step 950 also includes manufacturing the corresponding analog installation

structure, as described herein with reference to the first aspect of the presently disclosed

subject matter, mutatis mutandis.

It is to be noted that the composite physical model 800 can be formed with

alignment features that allow the composite physical model 800 to be aligned with a

physical model of the opposite jaw to provide proper occlusion, and/or be configured

for mounting onto any dental articulator, in a similar manner to that described herein for

physical model 600, mutatis mutandis.



According to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

provided a system and method for manufacturing a physical model of a physical dental

structure that includes a dental implant.

According to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

also provided a method for creating a virtual model usable for making a physical model

of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an implant site, the

method comprising:

using a computer system:

(a) receiving a virtual representation of dental surfaces of the physical dental

structure with dental implant data representing a location and orientation of

the dental implant with respect to the dental surfaces;

(b) receiving a virtual analog structure, the virtual analog structure being

based on said dental implant; and

(c) creating the virtual model based on:

- said virtual representation of dental surfaces; and

- a virtual analog socket structure based on said virtual analog structure

and said dental implant data, and having an virtual analog insertion

opening that is spaced from parts of the virtual model corresponding to

dental surfaces and the implant site.

The above method for creating a virtual model usable for making a physical

model of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an implant site, can

optionally comprise one or more of the following features, in any desired combination

or permutation:

(A) For example, said virtual analog structure is representative of a desired

dental analog that corresponds to the dental implant, and wherein said virtual analog

socket structure is configured for virtually receiving therein said analog virtual

structure via said virtual analog insertion opening.

(B) Additionally or alternatively for example, said virtual analog socket

structure is configured for virtually receiving therein said analog virtual structure at a



virtual installed position with respect to said virtual representation of dental surfaces

corresponding to said implant data.

(C) Additionally or alternatively for example, said virtual analog insertion

opening is at a location other than at said virtual representation of dental surfaces.

(D) Additionally or alternatively for example, said virtual analog insertion

opening excludes a location in said virtual representation of dental surfaces

corresponding to a location of the implant site in the physical dental structure.

(E) Additionally or alternatively for example, said virtual analog insertion

opening is different from an access opening to the virtual analog socket structure that

is located at a location in said virtual representation of dental surfaces corresponding

to a location of the implant site in the physical dental structure. For example, said

access opening has a smaller maximum width than a maximum width of said virtual

analog insertion opening.

(F) Additionally or alternatively for example, step (a) further comprises

receiving an auxiliary virtual representation of a base structure having base surfaces

unrepresentative of said dental surfaces.

(G) Alternatively for example, step (a) further comprises receiving an

auxiliary virtual representation of a base structure having base surfaces

unrepresentative of said dental surfaces, and for example, said virtual analog

insertion opening is at a location in said virtual representation of dental surfaces

corresponding to said base surface.

(H) Additionally or alternatively for example, said virtual analog socket

structure is configured for virtually receiving therein said analog virtual structure via

said virtual analog insertion opening and along an insertion path, wherein said

insertion path is along an insertion direction including at least one of:

- a general coronal direction;

- a non-apical direction;

- a direction passing through said virtual representation of dental surfaces

from a first location with respect to the virtual model corresponding to an



inside of the dental structure to a second location with respect to the virtual

model corresponding to an outside of the dental structure.

(I) Additionally or alternatively for example, step (a) comprises scanning

the dental structure to generate said virtual representation of dental surfaces, and

using a virtual implant part in said virtual representation of dental surfaces

corresponding to an exposed part of the dental implant to obtain said dental implant

data. For example, step (a) comprises comparing said virtual implant part to an

implant virtual model representative of the dental implant, and operating on said

virtual representation of dental surfaces to determine said dental implant data based

on a location and orientation of said virtual implant part with respect to a remainder

of said virtual representation of dental surfaces.

(J) Alternatively, for example, step (a) comprises:

performing a first scanning procedure of said dental structure with the

dental implant exposed to generate said virtual representation of dental surfaces;

mounting a scanning abutment to the dental implant in an abutment

spatial disposition with respect to the dental implant, performing a second

scanning procedure of said dental structure including said scanning abutment to

generate an auxiliary virtual model, and using a virtual scanning abutment part

of the auxiliary virtual model corresponding to the scanning abutment to obtain

said dental implant data.

(K) Additionally or alternatively for example, said virtual analog installation

structure comprises a virtual passageway including said virtual analog insertion

opening at one end thereof and an auxiliary opening at an opposed end thereof, said

auxiliary opening corresponding to an interface between the dental implant and

exposed dental surfaces of the dental structure in contact therewith. For example,

said virtual passageway is elongate defining a virtual passageway longitudinal axis

aligned with an insertion direction into said virtual passageway. Additionally or

alternatively for example, said virtual passageway is formed comprising a virtual

chamber having a form generally complementary to an external form of at least a

part of the dental analog. Additionally or alternatively for example, at least a part of

said virtual passageway is non-axisymmetric. Additionally or alternatively for



example, said virtual passageway comprises a virtual stop configured for virtually

abutting a corresponding part of said virtual analog structure for limiting virtual

penetration of the virtual analog structure with respect to said virtual model.

Additionally or alternatively for example, a significant virtual clearance gap is

provided between said virtual passageway and said external form of at least a part of

the dental analog.

(L) Additionally or alternatively for example, said virtual model is operated

on to generate a virtual hard model part and a virtual soft model part, wherein said

virtual hard model part corresponds to at least some hard tissues of the dental

structure and wherein said virtual soft model part corresponds to at least some soft

tissues of the dental structure. For example, said virtual soft model part corresponds

to an area of the dental structure immediately adjacent the dental implant.

(M) Additionally or alternatively for example, the implant site is defined as

an area enclosed by a perimeter defined as the interface between the dental surfaces

and the dental implant.

(N) Additionally or alternatively for example, the method further comprises:

- generating machine instructions for manufacturing the physical

model based on said virtual model;

- using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical

model, the physical model comprising a physical analog socket

structure based on said virtual analog socket structure.

(O) Said differently, there is provided a method for making a physical model

of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an implant site, the

method comprising:

- providing a virtual model as defined above optionally including

one or more of features (A) to (M) in any combination or

combination;

- generating machine instructions for manufacturing a physical

model based on said virtual model;



- using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical model,

the physical model comprising a physical analog socket structure

based on said virtual analog socket structure.

(P) For example, said physical model is manufactured using one of a

computer controlled material removal process and a computer controlled material

additive process. For example: said computer controlled material removal process

can be a CNC machining process; said computer controlled material additive process

can be a rapid prototyping process.

(Q) For example, said physical model is manufactured having a substantially

uniform hardness.

(R) Alternatively, for example, the physical model is manufactured having a

hard model part and a soft model part. For example, said soft model part includes an

area of said physical model immediately adjacent a opening thereof corresponding to

said implant site and configured for exposing therethrough a prosthesis system

engaging end of said dental analog when said dental analog is installed in the

physical model. Additionally or alternatively for example, said soft model part

corresponds to at least some soft tissues of said dental structure. Additionally or

alternatively for example, said hard model part corresponds to at least some hard

dental surfaces of said dental structure.

(S) For example, prior to manufacturing said physical model, said hard

model part and said soft model part are first defined in said virtual model as a

corresponding virtual hard model part and a corresponding virtual soft model part.

(T) Additionally or alternatively for example, the method for making a

physical model of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an

implant site optionally further comprises:

- providing the dental analog; and

- inserting the dental analog into said physical model via said physical

analog socket structure.

(U) A physical model, manufactured according to the method for making a

physical model of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an

implant site



(V) A kit comprising a physical model as defined above and at least one

dental analog configured for use therewith by insertion into the physical model via

said physical analog socket structure.

According to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

also provided a method for creating a virtual model usable for making a physical model

of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant, the method comprising:

using a computer system:

(a) receiving a virtual representation of dental surfaces of the physical

dental structure with dental implant data representing a location and

orientation of the dental implant with respect to the dental surfaces, said

dental surfaces including occlusal facing dental surfaces and adjacent

dental side surfaces;

(b) receiving a virtual analog structure, the virtual analog structure being

based on said dental implant; and

(c) creating the virtual model based on:

- said virtual representation of dental surfaces; and

- a virtual socket analog structure based on said virtual analog structure

and said dental implant data, and having a virtual analog insertion

opening at a location in said virtual representation of dental surfaces

corresponding to said adjacent dental side surfaces of the dental

surfaces.

For example, said adjacent dental side surfaces of the dental surfaces correspond

to gingival tissues of the dental structure, and/or, said adjacent dental side surfaces of

the dental surfaces correspond to tooth or prosthetic surfaces of the dental structure.

Additionally or alternatively the method for creating a virtual model usable for making

a physical model of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant according

to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter can optionally comprise one or

more of features (A) to (F) and/or (H) to (V), mutatis mutandis, in any desired

combination or permutation.



According to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

also provided a method for creating a virtual model usable for making a physical model

of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an implant site, the

method comprising:

using a computer system:

(a) receiving a virtual representation of dental surfaces of the physical

dental structure with dental implant data representing a location and

orientation of the dental implant with respect to the dental surfaces;

(b) receiving a virtual analog structure, the virtual analog structure being

based on said dental implant; and

(c) creating the virtual model based on:

- said first virtual representation of dental surfaces; and

- a virtual analog socket structure based on said virtual analog structure

and said dental implant data, said virtual analog socket structure having

a virtual analog insertion opening and an access opening at a location

corresponding to the implant site, said access opening being different

from said virtual analog insertion opening, wherein said access opening

has a smaller maximum width than a maximum width of said virtual

analog insertion opening.

For example, the virtual analog insertion opening is spaced from parts of the

virtual model corresponding to dental surfaces and the implant site. Additionally or

alternatively the method for creating a virtual model usable for making a physical model

of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant according to this aspect of

the presently disclosed subject matter can optionally comprise one or more of features

(A) to (D) and/or (F) to (V), mutatis mutandis, in any desired combination or

permutation.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a method for manufacturing a physical model of a physical dental structure



that includes dental surfaces and a dental implant at an implant site, for use with a

dental analog corresponding to the dental implant, the method comprising:

receiving a virtual model of the physical dental structure and a virtual

analog installation structure in association with said virtual model, said virtual

analog installation structure being based on the dental analog;

using said virtual model, manufacturing a physical model corresponding

to said virtual model, the physical model being provided with an analog

installation structure based on said virtual analog installation structure and

thereby configured for enabling the dental analog to be inserted into said

physical model through an insertion opening,

wherein said insertion opening is spaced from a location in the physical

model corresponding to the implant site in the physical dental structure.

The method optionally further comprises:

providing the dental analog; and

inserting said dental analog into said physical model via said analog

installation structure, and fixing said dental analog therein at said analog spatial

disposition.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, step (a) comprises scanning the dental

structure to generate said virtual representation of dental surfaces, and using a virtual

implant part in said virtual representation of dental surfaces corresponding to an

exposed part of the dental implant to obtain said dental implant data. For example, step

(a) comprises comparing said virtual implant part to an implant virtual model

representative of the dental implant, and operating on said virtual representation of

dental surfaces to determine said dental implant data based on a location and orientation

of said virtual implant part with respect to a remainder of said virtual representation of

dental surfaces.

Alternatively, for example, step (a) comprises:

performing a first scanning procedure of said dental structure with the

dental implant exposed to generate said virtual representation of dental surfaces;



mounting a scanning abutment to the dental implant in an abutment spatial

disposition with respect to the dental implant, performing a second scanning

procedure of said dental structure including said scanning abutment to generate an

auxiliary virtual model, and using a virtual scanning abutment part of the auxiliary

virtual model corresponding to the scanning abutment to obtain said dental

implant data.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said virtual model comprises a virtual

external surface corresponding to dental surfaces of said dental structure, and further

comprising modifying said virtual model to include a virtual model base comprising a

respective virtual external base surface. For example, said virtual external base surface

excludes any representation of said dental surfaces of said dental structure. Additionally

or alternatively, for example, in step (b) said analog installation structure is first defined

in said virtual model as a virtual analog installation structure, said virtual analog

installation structure comprising a virtual passageway having a first virtual opening

provided in said virtual model base, and a second virtual opening corresponding to an

interface between said dental implant and exposed dental tissues of said dental structure

in contact therewith. For example, said virtual passageway is elongate defining a virtual

passageway longitudinal axis aligned with said general coronal direction. Additionally

or alternatively, for example, said virtual passageway is formed comprising a virtual

chamber having a form generally complementary to an external form of at least a

coronal part of said dental analog, such that a physical chamber corresponding to said

virtual chamber and formed in said physical model provides a close fit with respect to at

least said coronal part of said dental analog to accommodate said dental analog at said

analog spatial disposition with respect to the physical model. Additionally or

alternatively, for example, at least a part of said virtual passageway is non-

axisymmetric. Additionally or alternatively, for example, said virtual passageway

comprises a virtual stop corresponding to a mechanical stop in said physical model

configured for limiting penetration of the dental analog to said installed position.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, step (b) comprises aligning the virtual analog

installation structure with said virtual model based on said virtual implant spatial

disposition to ensure that said analog installation structure allows said analog to attain

said analog spatial disposition in the physical model.



Additionally or alternatively, for example, said virtual passageway is formed

comprising a virtual chamber having a form generally complementary to an external

form of at least a coronal part of the dental analog, such that said chamber formed in

said physical model provides a significant clearance gap with respect to said dental

analog, wherein said dental analog comprises a jacket formed of suitable model

material, said jacket having an external form substantially complementary to that of said

chamber, to enable a composite analog comprising said dental analog including said

jacket to be accommodated in said chamber at said analog spatial disposition.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said virtual passageway comprises a

virtual chamber having a form generally complementary to an external form of at least a

coronal part of said dental analog, such that said chamber formed in said physical model

provides a significant clearance gap with respect to said dental analog, and further

comprising:

maintaining said analog spatial disposition between said dental analog and

said chamber using a jig at least until the dental analog is affixed therein;

introducing a suitable filler into said clearance gap to fix said dental analog

in said chamber at said analog spatial disposition.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said insertion opening is at a location

other than at physical model dental surfaces corresponding to said dental surfaces.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said insertion opening excludes a

location in said physical model corresponding to a location of the implant site in the

dental structure.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said insertion opening is different

from an access opening to the analog installation structure that is located at a location in

said physical model corresponding to a location of the implant site in the physical dental

structure. For example, said access opening has a smaller maximum width than a

maximum width of said insertion opening.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, herein said insertion path is along an

insertion direction is at least one of:

a general coronal direction;



a non-apical direction;

a direction passing through a representation of said dental surfaces in

the physical model, from a first location inside the physical model to a

second location outside of the physical model.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, step (b) comprises:

generating machine instructions for manufacturing the physical model

based on said virtual model and the virtual analog installation structure;

using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical model.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, step (b) wherein said physical model

is manufactured using one of a computer controlled material removal process and a

computer controlled material additive process. For example: said computer controlled

material removal process can be a CNC machining process; said computer controlled

material additive process can be a rapid prototyping process.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said physical model is manufactured

having a substantially uniform hardness.

Alternatively, for example, the physical model is manufactured having a hard

model part and a soft model part. For example, said soft model part includes an area of

said physical model immediately adjacent a coronal opening thereof configured for

exposing therethrough a coronal end of said dental analog when installed in the physical

model. Additionally or alternatively, for example, said soft model part corresponds to at

least some soft tissues of said dental structure. Additionally or alternatively, for

example, said hard model part corresponds to at least some hard dental surfaces of said

dental structure. Additionally or alternatively, for example, prior to manufacturing said

physical model, said hard model part and said soft model part are first defined in said

virtual model as a corresponding virtual hard model part and a corresponding virtual

soft model part.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a physical model, manufactured according to the method for making a



physical model of a physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an implant

site

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a kit comprising a physical model as defined above and at least one dental

analog configured for use therewith by insertion into the physical model via said

physical analog socket structure.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a physical model of a dental structure, the dental structure including a dental

implant at an implant site, the physical model being configured for enabling insertion

therein of a dental analog corresponding to the dental implant via an insertion opening

that is spaced from a model implant site location on the physical model corresponding

to the implant site.

For example, the physical model is configured for enabling insertion therein of

the dental analog to an installed position in a manner ensuring that a surface topology of

said physical model in proximity to the dental analog in the installed position remain

representative of the respective surface topology of the dental structure in the vicinity of

the dental implant at least during said insertion. Additionally or alternatively, for

example, the physical model comprises an analog installation structure configured for

enabling the dental analog to be inserted therein via said insertion opening to said

installed position therein having an analog spatial disposition with respect to said

physical model corresponding to a physical implant spatial disposition of the dental

implant with respect to the dental structure.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a said physical model comprises an external surface corresponding to dental

surfaces of the dental structure, and further comprises a model base comprising a

respective external base surface. For example, said external base surface excludes any

representation of the dental surfaces of the dental structure. Additionally or

alternatively, for example, said analog installation structure comprising a passageway

extending from said insertion opening provided in said model base, and a second

opening on said external surface at said model implant site location. For example, said



passageway is elongate defining a passageway longitudinal axis aligned with a general

coronal direction. For example, said passageway longitudinal axis is co-axial with a

longitudinal axis of the dental analog when the dental analog is in said installed

position. Additionally or alternatively, for example, said passageway comprises a

chamber having a form generally complementary to an external form of at least a

coronal part of the dental analog, such that said physical chamber provides a close fit

with respect to at least said coronal part of the dental analog to accommodate the dental

analog at said analog spatial disposition with respect to the physical model. Additionally

or alternatively, for example, said passageway comprises a chamber having a form

generally complementary to an external form of at least a coronal part of said dental

analog, such that said chamber formed provides a significant clearance gap with respect

to said dental analog. Additionally or alternatively, for example, at least a part of said

passageway is non-axisymmetric. Additionally or alternatively, for example, said

passageway comprises a mechanical stop configured for limiting penetration of the

dental analog to said installed position.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said physical model comprises a

uniform hardness.

Alternatively, for example, the physical model comprises a hard model part and

a soft model part. For example, said soft model part includes an area of said physical

model adjacent a second opening thereof configured for exposing therethrough a

coronal end of said dental analog when installed in the physical model. Additionally or

alternatively, for example, said soft model part corresponds to at least some soft tissues

of the dental structure. Additionally or alternatively, for example, said hard model part

corresponds to at least some hard dental surfaces of the dental structure.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, the implant site corresponds to an

interface between the dental implant and exposed dental tissues of the dental structure in

contact therewith

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said second opening has a smaller

maximum width than a maximum width of said insertion opening.



According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a dental analog configured for being inserted into a passageway of a physical

model of a dental structure, which dental structure includes a dental implant at an

implant site, the passageway including an insertion opening and a second opening

corresponding to the implant site, said second opening having a smaller maximum

width than a maximum width of said insertion opening. For example, the dental analog

comprises a first analog end corresponding to said insertion opening and a second

analog end corresponding to said second opening, wherein said second analog end has a

smaller maximum width than a maximum width of said first analog end.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, the dental analog has a coronal

portion and an enlarged apical portion, wherein in use said dental analog is implanted in

a physical model of a dental structure in an installed position such that said coronal

portion and said enlarged apical portion are within the physical model.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, the dental analog comprises a

longitudinal axis, and wherein at least a longitudinal portion of one of said coronal

portion and an apical portion is non-axisymmetric about said longitudinal axis.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, the dental analog comprises an

external form configured for being inserted into the physical dental model in a general

coronal direction to the installed position via the passageway formed in the physical

model, wherein at least a portion of said external form is non-axisymmetric with respect

to said general coronal direction. For example, at least one of said coronal portion and

said apical portion is configured for fixing a spatial disposition of the dental analog with

respect to the passageway in up to four degrees of freedom associated with axes

orthogonal to the general coronal direction.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said enlarged apical portion acts as a

mechanical stop with respect to a corresponding part of the passageway to define the

longitudinal position of said dental analog with respect to the passageway.

Additionally or alternatively, for example, said dental analog comprises a

prosthesis interface analog part and a prosthesis engaging analog part respectively

corresponding to a prosthesis interface implant part and prosthesis engaging implant

part of respective dental implant, wherein the dental implant is chosen from a plurality



of dental implant configurations having different configurations for the respective said

prosthesis interface implant part and said prosthesis engaging implant part.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is also

provided a kit comprising a physical model of a dental structure that includes a dental

implant at an implant site, the physical model having a passageway, an insertion

opening and a second opening corresponding to the implant site, said second opening

smaller maximum width than a maximum width of said insertion opening and at least

one dental analog as defined above.

According to the first aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

also provided a system and method for manufacturing a physical model of a dental

structure that includes a dental implant. In at least one example, the physical model is

configured to allow a dental analog can be inserted into the physical model in a general

coronal direction. A virtual model of the dental structure is provided including a virtual

implant spatial disposition with respect to the virtual model corresponding to a physical

implant spatial disposition of the dental implant with respect to the physical dental

structure. A virtual analog installation structure is defined in the virtual model. Using

the virtual model, a physical model corresponding to the virtual model is manufactured,

the physical model being provided with a physical analog installation structure

corresponding to the virtual analog installation structure. The physical analog

installation structure is configured for enabling a dental analog, corresponding to the

dental implant, to be inserted in a general coronal direction with respect to the physical

model to an installed position in the physical model. In the installed position, the dental

analog has an analog spatial disposition with respect to the physical model

corresponding to the physical implant spatial disposition of the dental implant with

respect to the physical dental structure.

According to the second aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter there is

provided a system and method for manufacturing a composite physical dental model of

a dental structure, the method broadly comprising:

(a) providing a virtual model of the dental structure;



(b) using said virtual model, manufacturing a composite physical model

corresponding to said virtual model, the physical model including a first

model part and a second model part having at least one physical property

different from a physical property of said first model part, wherein said first

model part and said second model part are previously defined in said virtual

model, and wherein said at least one physical property excludes a surface

topology.

For example said physical property is a mechanical property.

For example, step (b) comprises:

(bl) identifying at least some virtual surfaces of said virtual model

corresponding to at least a part of the soft dental surfaces of the dental

structure;

(b2) modifying said virtual model to create a first virtual model part

corresponding to said at least part of the soft dental surfaces, and a second

virtual model part corresponding to at least a part of the hard dental surfaces

of the dental structure.

For example, step (b) further comprises:

(b3) generating machine instructions for manufacturing the physical

composite model including said first model part based on and corresponding

to said first virtual model part and said second model part based on and

corresponding to said second virtual model part;

(b4) using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical composite

model.

Additionally or alternatively, said virtual model comprises a virtual surface

corresponding to a dental surface of said dental structure, wherein said first virtual

model part includes a first virtual surface part of said virtual surface and wherein said

second virtual model part includes a second virtual surface part of said virtual surface.

For example, said first virtual surface part is in virtual abutment with said second virtual

surface part.



Additionally or alternatively, in step (b4), said first model part is produced

separately from said second model part, and wherein said first model part and model

part are joined together in said composite model. For example, said second physical

model part is produced using one of a computer controlled material removal process and

a computer controlled material additive process: for example, the computer controlled

material removal process is a CNC machining process; for example the computer

controlled material additive process is a rapid prototyping procedure.. For example, said

first physical model part is produced by a separate casting procedure or via a rapid

prototyping procedure.

For example, said first physical model part and said second physical model part

are produced with affixing features configured for enabling the first physical model part

to be affixed with respect to the second physical model part in a relative spatial

disposition therewith corresponding to the relative spatial disposition of the respective

real parts of the real dental structure. For example, said affixing features correspond to

virtual affixing features previously defined in said first virtual model part and said

second virtual model part in step (b).

Alternatively, in step (b4), said second model part is produced first, and said first

model part is produced in situ on said second model part. For example, said second

physical model part is produced using one of a computer controlled material removal

process and a computer controlled material additive process, and wherein said first

physical model part is produced by a casting procedure

Alternatively, in step (b4), said first model part is produced integrally with said

second model part. For example, said first model part and said second model part are

integrally produced via a computer controlled material additive process, for example a

rapid prototyping procedure. . For example, said rapid prototyping procedure employs a

first material for producing said first model part, and a second material for producing

said second model part, said first material and said second material being of a different

said property one from another. For example, said first material is relatively softer than

said second material.

Additionally or alternatively, said at least one physical property is chosen from

texture, resilience, color and softness.



Additionally or alternatively, said composite model is further configured with

alignment features for enabling occlusal alignment of the composite physical model

with a physical dental model of an opposite jaw.

Additionally or alternatively, the dental structure includes a dental implant, and

wherein said composite model is configured for installing therein a corresponding

dental analog. For example, said first model part includes an area of said composite

model adjacent a coronal opening thereof configured for exposing therethrough a

coronal end of the dental analog when installed in the composite model. For example

such a composite model can further assist a dental technician in the design and/or

preparation of the permanent abutment, coping, prosthesis and so on.

A composite physical dental model is also provided, produced with the

respective method as defined above.

According to this aspect of the presently disclosed subject matter, before

manufacturing the composite model, the soft model part and the hard model part are

defined as virtual models.

In the method claims that follow, alphanumeric characters and Roman numerals

used to designate claim steps are provided for convenience only and do not imply any

particular order of performing the steps.

Finally, it should be noted that the word "comprising" as used throughout the

appended claims is to be interpreted to mean "including but not limited to".

While there has been shown and disclosed example examples in accordance with

the presently disclosed subject matter, it will be appreciated that many changes can be

made therein without departing from the spirit of the presently disclosed subject matter.



CLAIMS:

1. A method for creating a virtual model usable for making a physical model of a

physical dental structure that includes a dental implant at an implant site, the method

comprising:

using a computer system:

(a) receiving a virtual representation of dental surfaces of the physical dental

structure with dental implant data representing a location and orientation of

the dental implant with respect to the dental surfaces;

(b) receiving a virtual analog structure, the virtual analog structure being

based on said dental implant; and

(c) creating the virtual model based on:

- said virtual representation of dental surfaces; and

- a virtual analog socket structure based on said virtual analog structure

and said dental implant data, and having an virtual analog insertion

opening that is spaced from parts of the virtual model corresponding to

dental surfaces and the implant site.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein said virtual analog structure is

representative of a desired dental analog that corresponds to the dental implant, and

wherein said virtual analog socket structure is configured for virtually receiving

therein said analog virtual structure via said virtual analog insertion opening.

3. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein said virtual analog socket

structure is configured for virtually receiving therein said analog virtual structure at a

virtual installed position with respect to said virtual representation of dental surfaces

corresponding to said implant data.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said virtual analog

insertion opening is at a location other than at said virtual representation of dental

surfaces.



5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein said virtual analog

insertion opening excludes a location in said virtual representation of dental surfaces

corresponding to a location of the implant site in the physical dental structure.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein said virtual analog

insertion opening is different from an access opening to the virtual analog socket

structure that is located at a location in said virtual representation of dental surfaces

corresponding to a location of the implant site in the physical dental structure.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein said access opening has a smaller

maximum width than a maximum width of said virtual analog insertion opening.

8. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein step (a) further

comprises receiving an auxiliary virtual representation of a base structure having

base surfaces unrepresentative of said dental surfaces.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein said virtual analog insertion opening

is at a location in said virtual representation of dental surfaces corresponding to said

base surface.

10. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein said virtual analog

socket structure is configured for virtually receiving therein said analog virtual

structure via said virtual analog insertion opening and along an insertion path,

wherein said insertion path is along an insertion direction including at least one of:

- a general coronal direction;

- a non-apical direction;

- a direction passing through said virtual representation of dental surfaces

from a first location with respect to the virtual model corresponding to an

inside of the dental structure to a second location with respect to the

virtual model corresponding to an outside of the dental structure.

11. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein step (a) comprises

scanning the dental structure to generate said virtual representation of dental

surfaces, and using a virtual implant part in said virtual representation of dental

surfaces corresponding to an exposed part of the dental implant to obtain said dental

implant data.



12. The method according to claim 11, comprising comparing said virtual implant

part to an implant virtual model representative of the dental implant, and operating

on said virtual representation of dental surfaces to determine said dental implant data

based on a location and orientation of said virtual implant part with respect to a

remainder of said virtual representation of dental surfaces.

13. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein step (a) comprises:

- performing a first scanning procedure of said dental structure with the

dental implant exposed to generate said virtual representation of dental surfaces;

- mounting a scanning abutment to the dental implant in an abutment spatial

disposition with respect to the dental implant, performing a second scanning

procedure of said dental structure including said scanning abutment to generate

an auxiliary virtual model, and using a virtual scanning abutment part of the

auxiliary virtual model corresponding to the scanning abutment to obtain said

dental implant data.

14. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 13, wherein said virtual analog

installation structure comprises a virtual passageway including said virtual analog

insertion opening at one end thereof and an auxiliary opening at an opposed end

thereof, said auxiliary opening corresponding to an interface between the dental

implant and exposed dental surfaces of the dental structure in contact therewith.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein said virtual passageway is elongate

defining a virtual passageway longitudinal axis aligned with an insertion direction

into said virtual passageway.

16. The method according to any one of claims 14 to 15, wherein said virtual

passageway is formed comprising a virtual chamber having a form generally

complementary to an external form of at least a part of the dental analog.

17. The method according to any one of claims 14 to 16, wherein at least a part of

said virtual passageway is non-axisymmetric.

18. The method according to any one of claims 14 to 17, wherein said virtual

passageway comprises a virtual stop configured for virtually abutting a

corresponding part of said virtual analog structure for limiting virtual penetration of

the virtual analog structure with respect to said virtual model.



19. The method according to any one of claims 16 to 18, wherein a significant

virtual clearance gap is provided between said virtual passageway and said external

form of at least a part of the dental analog.

20. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 19, wherein said virtual model

is operated on to generate a virtual hard model part and a virtual soft model part,

wherein said virtual hard model part corresponds to at least some hard tissues of the

dental structure and wherein said virtual soft model part corresponds to at least some

soft tissues of the dental structure.

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein said virtual soft model part

corresponds to an area of the dental structure immediately adjacent the dental

implant.

22. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 2 1 wherein the implant site is

defined as an area enclosed by a perimeter defined as the interface between the

dental surfaces and the dental implant.

23. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 22, further comprising:

generating machine instructions for manufacturing the physical model based

on said virtual model;

- using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical model, the

physical model comprising a physical analog socket structure based on said

virtual analog socket structure.

24. A method for making a physical model of a physical dental structure that

includes a dental implant at an implant site, the method comprising:

- providing a virtual model as defined in any one of claims 1 to 22;

- generating machine instructions for manufacturing a physical model based on

said virtual model;

using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical model, the

physical model comprising a physical analog socket structure based on said

virtual analog socket structure.



25. The method according to claim 23 or claim 24, wherein said physical model is

manufactured using one of a computer controlled material removal process and a

computer controlled material additive process.

26. The method according to claim 25 wherein said computer controlled material

removal process is a CNC machining process.

27. The method according to claim 25 wherein said computer controlled material

additive process is a rapid prototyping process.

28. The method according to any one of claims 23 to 27, wherein said physical

model is manufactured having a substantially uniform hardness.

29. The method according to any one of claims 23 to 28, wherein the physical model

is manufactured having a hard model part and a soft model part.

30. The method according to claim 29, wherein said soft model part includes an area

of said physical model immediately adjacent a opening thereof corresponding to said

implant site and configured for exposing therethrough a prosthesis system engaging

end of said dental analog when said dental analog is installed in the physical model.

31. The method according to any one of claims 29 to 30, wherein said soft model

part corresponds to at least some soft tissues of said dental structure.

32. The method according to any one of claims 29 to 31, wherein said hard model

part corresponds to at least some hard dental surfaces of said dental structure.

33. The method according to any one of claims 29 to 32, wherein prior to

manufacturing said physical model, said hard model part and said soft model part are

first defined in said virtual model as a corresponding virtual hard model part and a

corresponding virtual soft model part.

34. The method according to any one of claims 29 to 33, further comprising:

- providing the dental analog; and

- inserting the dental analog into said physical model via said physical

analog socket structure.

35. A physical model, manufactured according to the method of any one of claims

23 to 34.



36. A kit comprising a physical model as defined in claim 35 and at least one dental

analog configured for use therewith by insertion into the physical model via said

physical analog socket structure.

37. A method for manufacturing a physical model of a physical dental structure that

includes dental surfaces and a dental implant at an implant site, for use with a dental

analog corresponding to the dental implant, the method comprising:

(a) receiving a virtual model of the physical dental structure and a virtual analog

installation structure in association with said virtual model, said virtual analog

installation structure being based on the dental analog;

(b) using said virtual model, manufacturing a physical model corresponding to said

virtual model, the physical model being provided with an analog installation

structure based on said virtual analog installation structure and thereby configured

for enabling the dental analog to be inserted into said physical model through an

insertion opening,

wherein said insertion opening is spaced from a location in the physical model

corresponding to the implant site in the physical dental structure.

38. The method according to claim 37, further comprising:

(c) providing the dental analog; and

(d) inserting said dental analog into said physical model via said analog

installation structure, and fixing said dental analog therein at said analog

spatial disposition.

39. The method according to claim 37 or claim 38,wherein step (a) comprises

scanning the dental structure to generate said virtual representation of dental

surfaces, and using a virtual implant part in said virtual representation of dental

surfaces corresponding to an exposed part of the dental implant to obtain said dental

implant data.

40. The method according to claim 39, comprising comparing said virtual implant

part to an implant virtual model representative of the dental implant, and operating

on said virtual representation of dental surfaces to determine said dental implant data



based on a location and orientation of said virtual implant part with respect to a

remainder of said virtual representation of dental surfaces.

4 1. The method according to claim 37 or 38, wherein step (a) comprises:

- performing a first scanning procedure of said dental structure with the

dental implant exposed to generate said virtual representation of dental surfaces;

- mounting a scanning abutment to the dental implant in an abutment spatial

disposition with respect to the dental implant, performing a second scanning

procedure of said dental structure including said scanning abutment to generate

an auxiliary virtual model, and using a virtual scanning abutment part of the

auxiliary virtual model corresponding to the scanning abutment to obtain said

dental implant data.

42. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 41, wherein said virtual model

comprises a virtual external surface corresponding to dental surfaces of said dental

structure, and further comprising modifying said virtual model to include a virtual

model base comprising a respective virtual external base surface.

43. The method according to claim 42, wherein said virtual external base surface

excludes any representation of said dental surfaces of said dental structure.

44. The method according to any one of claims 42 to 43, wherein in step (b) said

analog installation structure is first defined in said virtual model as a virtual analog

installation structure, said virtual analog installation structure comprising a virtual

passageway having a first virtual opening provided in said virtual model base, and a

second virtual opening corresponding to an interface between said dental implant and

exposed dental tissues of said dental structure in contact therewith.

45. The method according to claim 44, wherein said virtual passageway is elongate

defining a virtual passageway longitudinal axis aligned with said general coronal

direction.

46. The method according to any one of claims 44 to 45, wherein said virtual

passageway is formed comprising a virtual chamber having a form generally

complementary to an external form of at least a coronal part of said dental analog,

such that a physical chamber corresponding to said virtual chamber and formed in

said physical model provides a close fit with respect to at least said coronal part of



said dental analog to accommodate said dental analog at said analog spatial

disposition with respect to the physical model.

47. The method according to any one of claims 44 to 46, wherein at least a part of

said virtual passageway is non-axisymmetric.

48. The method according to any one of claims 44 to 47, wherein said virtual

passageway comprises a virtual stop corresponding to a mechanical stop in said

physical model configured for limiting penetration of the dental analog to said

installed position.

49. The method according to any one of claims 44 to 48, wherein step (b) comprises

aligning the virtual analog installation structure with said virtual model based on said

virtual implant spatial disposition to ensure that said analog installation structure

allows said analog to attain said analog spatial disposition in the physical model.

50. The method according to any one of claims 44 to 45, wherein said virtual

passageway is formed comprising a virtual chamber having a form generally

complementary to an external form of at least a coronal part of the dental analog,

such that said chamber formed in said physical model provides a significant

clearance gap with respect to said dental analog, wherein said dental analog

comprises a jacket formed of suitable model material, said jacket having an external

form substantially complementary to that of said chamber, to enable a composite

analog comprising said dental analog including said jacket to be accommodated in

said chamber at said analog spatial disposition.

51. The method according to any one of claims 44 to 45, wherein said virtual

passageway comprises a virtual chamber having a form generally complementary to

an external form of at least a coronal part of said dental analog, such that said

chamber formed in said physical model provides a significant clearance gap with

respect to said dental analog, and further comprising:

maintaining said analog spatial disposition between said dental analog and

said chamber using a jig at least until the dental analog is affixed therein;

introducing a suitable filler material into said clearance gap to fix said dental

analog in said chamber at said analog spatial disposition.



52. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 51, wherein said insertion

opening is at a location other than at physical model dental surfaces corresponding to

said dental surfaces.

53. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 52, wherein said insertion

opening excludes a location in said physical model corresponding to a location of the

implant site in the dental structure.

54. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 53, wherein said insertion

opening is different from an access opening to the analog installation structure that is

located at a location in said physical model corresponding to a location of the

implant site in the physical dental structure.

55. The method according to claim 54, wherein said access opening has a smaller

maximum width than a maximum width of said insertion opening.

56. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 55, wherein said insertion path

is along an insertion direction is at least one of:

a general coronal direction;

a non-apical direction;

a direction passing through a representation of said dental surfaces in the

physical model, from a first location inside the physical model to a

second location outside of the physical model.

57. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 14, wherein step (b)

comprises:

generating machine instructions for manufacturing the physical model based

on said virtual model and the virtual analog installation structure;

- using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical model.

58. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 57, wherein step (b) wherein

said physical model is manufactured using one of a computer controlled material

removal process and a computer controlled material additive process.

59. The method according to claim 58 wherein said computer controlled material

removal process is a CNC machining process.



60. The method according to claim 58 wherein said computer controlled material

additive process is a rapid prototyping process.

61. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 60, wherein said physical

model is manufactured having a substantially uniform hardness.

62. The method according to any one of claims 37 to 60, wherein the physical model

is manufactured having a hard model part and a soft model part.

63. The method according to claim 62, wherein said soft model part includes an area

of said physical model immediately adjacent a coronal opening thereof configured

for exposing therethrough a coronal end of said dental analog when installed in the

physical model.

64. The method according to any one of claims 62 to 63, wherein said soft model

part corresponds to at least some soft tissues of said dental structure.

65. The method according to any one of claims 62 to 64, wherein said hard model

part corresponds to at least some hard dental surfaces of said dental structure.

66. The method according to any one of claims 62 to 65, wherein prior to

manufacturing said physical model, said hard model part and said soft model part are

first defined in said virtual model as a corresponding virtual hard model part and a

corresponding virtual soft model part.

67. A physical model, manufactured according to the method of any one claims 37

to 66.

68. A kit comprising a physical model as defined in claim 67 and at least one dental

analog configured for use therewith by insertion into the physical model via said

analog installation structure.

69. A physical model of a dental structure, the dental structure including a dental

implant at an implant site, the physical model being configured for enabling insertion

therein of a dental analog corresponding to the dental implant via an insertion

opening that is spaced from a model implant site location on the physical model

corresponding to the implant site

70. The physical model according to claim 69, wherein the physical model is configured

for enabling insertion therein of the dental analog to an installed position in a manner



ensuring that a surface topology of said physical model in proximity to the dental

analog in the installed position remain representative of the respective surface

topology of the dental structure in the vicinity of the dental implant at least during

said insertion.

71. The physical model according to claim 69 or claim 70, the physical model

comprising an analog installation structure configured for enabling the dental analog

to be inserted therein via said insertion opening to said installed position therein

having an analog spatial disposition with respect to said physical model

corresponding to a physical implant spatial disposition of the dental implant with

respect to the dental structure.

72. The physical model according to any one of claims 69 to 71, wherein said

physical model comprises an external surface corresponding to dental surfaces of the

dental structure, and further comprises a model base comprising a respective external

base surface.

73. The physical model according to claim 72, wherein said external base surface

excludes any representation of the dental surfaces of the dental structure.

74. The physical model according to claim 72 or claim 73, said analog installation

structure comprising a passageway extending from said insertion opening provided

in said model base, and a second opening on said external surface at said model

implant site location.

75. The physical model according to claim 74, wherein said passageway is elongate

defining a passageway longitudinal axis aligned with a general coronal direction.

76. The physical model according to claim 75, wherein said passageway

longitudinal axis is co-axial with a longitudinal axis of the dental analog when the

dental analog is in said installed position.

77. The physical model according to any one of claims 74 to 76, wherein said

passageway comprises a chamber having a form generally complementary to an

external form of at least a coronal part of the dental analog, such that said physical

chamber provides a close fit with respect to at least said coronal part of the dental

analog to accommodate the dental analog at said analog spatial disposition with

respect to the physical model.



78. The physical model according to any one of claims 74 to 77, wherein said

passageway comprises a chamber having a form generally complementary to an

external form of at least a coronal part of said dental analog, such that said chamber

formed provides a significant clearance gap with respect to said dental analog.

79. The physical model according to any one of claims 74 to 78, wherein at least a

part of said passageway is non-axisymmetric.

80. The physical model according to any one of claims 74 to 79, wherein said

passageway comprises a mechanical stop configured for limiting penetration of the

dental analog to said installed position.

81. The physical model according to any one of claims 69 to 80, wherein said

physical model comprises a uniform hardness.

82. The physical model according to any one of claims 69 to 80, wherein the

physical model comprises a hard model part and a soft model part.

83. The physical model according to claim 82, wherein said soft model part includes

an area of said physical model adjacent a second opening thereof configured for

exposing therethrough a coronal end of said dental analog when installed in the

physical model.

84. The physical model according to any one of claims 82 to 83, wherein said soft

model part corresponds to at least some soft tissues of the dental structure.

85. The physical model according to any one of claims 82 to 84, wherein said hard

model part corresponds to at least some hard dental surfaces of the dental structure.

86. The physical model according to any one of claims 69 to 85, wherein the

implant site corresponds to an interface between the dental implant and exposed

dental tissues of the dental structure in contact therewith

87. The physical model according to any one of claims 74 to 86, said second

opening having a smaller maximum width than a maximum width of said insertion

opening.

88. A dental analog configured for being inserted into a passageway of a physical

model of a dental structure, which dental structure includes a dental implant at an

implant site, the passageway including an insertion opening and a second opening



corresponding to the implant site, said second opening having a smaller maximum

width than a maximum width of said insertion opening.

89. The dental analog according to claim 88, comprising a first analog end

corresponding to said insertion opening and a second analog end corresponding to

said second opening, wherein said second analog end has a smaller maximum width

than a maximum width of said first analog end.

90. The dental analog according to claim 88 or 89, having a coronal portion and an

enlarged apical portion, wherein in use said dental analog is implanted in a physical

model of a dental structure in an installed position such that said coronal portion and

said enlarged apical portion are within the physical model.

91. The dental analog according to any one of claims 88 to 90, comprising a

longitudinal axis, and wherein at least a longitudinal portion of one of said coronal

portion and an apical portion is non-axisymmetric about said longitudinal axis.

92. The dental analog according to any one of claims 88 to 91, comprising an

external form configured for being inserted into the physical dental model in a

general coronal direction to the installed position via the passageway formed in the

physical model, wherein at least a portion of said external form is non-axisymmetric

with respect to said general coronal direction.

93. The dental analog according to claim 92 wherein at least one of said coronal

portion and said apical portion is configured for fixing a spatial disposition of the

dental analog with respect to the passageway in up to four degrees of freedom

associated with axes orthogonal to the general coronal direction.

94. The dental analog according to any one of claims 90 to 93, wherein said

enlarged apical portion acts as a mechanical stop with respect to a corresponding part

of the passageway to define the longitudinal position of said dental analog with

respect to the passageway.

95. The dental analog according to any one of claims 88 to 94, wherein said dental

analog comprises a prosthesis interface analog part and a prosthesis engaging analog

part respectively corresponding to a prosthesis interface implant part and prosthesis

engaging implant part of respective dental implant, wherein the dental implant is

chosen from a plurality of dental implant configurations having different



configurations for the respective said prosthesis interface implant part and said

prosthesis engaging implant part.

96. A kit comprising a physical model of a dental structure that includes a dental

implant at an implant site, the physical model having a passageway, an insertion

opening and a second opening corresponding to the implant site, said second opening

smaller maximum width than a maximum width of said insertion opening and at least

one dental analog as defined in any one of claims 88 to 95.

97. A method for manufacturing a composite physical dental model of a dental

structure, the method comprising:

(a) providing a virtual model of the dental structure;

(b) using said virtual model, manufacturing a composite physical model

corresponding to said virtual model, the physical model including a first

model part and a second model part having at least one physical property

different from a physical property of said first model part, wherein said first

model part and said second model part are previously defined in said virtual

model, and wherein said at least one physical property excludes a surface

topology.

98. The method according to claim 97, wherein step (b) comprises

(bl) identifying at least some virtual surfaces of said virtual model

corresponding to at least a part of the soft dental surfaces of the dental

structure;

(b2) modifying said virtual model to create a first virtual model part

corresponding to said at least part of the soft dental surfaces, and a second

virtual model part corresponding to at least a part of the hard dental surfaces

of the dental structure.

99. The method according to claim 98, wherein step (b) further comprises:

(b3) generating machine instructions for manufacturing the physical

composite model including said first model part based on and corresponding

to said first virtual model part and said second model part based on and

corresponding to said second virtual model part;



(b4) using the machine instructions, manufacturing the physical composite

model.

100. The method according to any one of claims 97 to 99, wherein said virtual model

comprises a virtual surface corresponding to a dental surface of said dental structure,

wherein said first virtual model part includes a first virtual surface part of said virtual

surface and wherein said second virtual model part includes a second virtual surface

part of said virtual surface.

101. The method according to claim 100, wherein said first virtual surface part is in

virtual abutment with said second virtual surface part.

102. The method according to any one of claims 97 to 101, wherein in step (b4), said

first model part is produced separately from said second model part, and wherein

said first model part and model part are joined together in said composite model.

103. The method according to claim 102, wherein said second physical model part is

produced using one of a computer controlled material removal process and a

computer controlled material additive process.

104. The method according to claim 103 wherein said computer controlled material

removal process is a CNC machining process

105. The method according to claim 103 wherein said computer controlled material

additive process is a rapid prototyping procedure.

106. .The method according to any one of claims 103 to 105, wherein said first

physical model part is produced by a separate casting procedure or via a rapid

prototyping procedure.

107. The method according to any one of claims 97 to 106, wherein said first physical

model part and said second physical model part are produced with affixing features

configured for enabling the first physical model part to be affixed with respect to the

second physical model part in a relative spatial disposition therewith corresponding

to the relative spatial disposition of the respective real parts of the real dental

structure.



108. The method according to claim 107 wherein said affixing features correspond to

virtual affixing features previously defined in said first virtual model part and said

second virtual model part in step (b).

109. The method according to any one of claims 97 to 108, wherein in step (b4), said

second model part is produced first, and said first model part is produced in situ on

said second model part.

110. The method according to claim 109, wherein said second physical model part is

produced using one of a computer controlled material removal process and a

computer controlled material additive process, and wherein said first physical model

part is produced by a casting procedure.

111. The method according to any one of claims 97 to 101, wherein in step (b4), said

first model part is produced integrally with said second model part.

112. The method according to claim 111, wherein said first model part and said

second model part are integrally produced via a computer controlled material

additive process.

113. The method according to claim 112, wherein said computer controlled material

additive process is a rapid prototyping procedure.

114. The method according to claim 113 wherein said rapid prototyping procedure

employs a first material for producing said first model part, and a second material for

producing said second model part, said first material and said second material being i

of a different said property one from another.

115. The method according to claim 114, wherein said first material is relatively

softer than said second material.

116. The method according to any one of claims 97 to 115, wherein said at least one

physical property is chosen from texture, resilience, color and softness.

117. The method according to any one of claims 97 to 116, wherein said composite

model is further configured with alignment features for enabling occlusal alignment

of the composite physical model with a physical dental model of an opposite jaw.



118. The method according to any one of claims 97 to 117, wherein the dental

structure includes a dental implant, and wherein said composite model is configured

for installing therein a corresponding dental analog.

119. The method according to claim 118, wherein said first model part includes an

area of said composite model adjacent a coronal opening thereof configured for

exposing therethrough a coronal end of the dental analog when installed in the

composite model.

0. A composite physical dental model, produced with the method of any one of

claims 97 to 119.
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